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Holland

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

the Town Where Folks
Really Live.

VOLUMEffffg- NO. 42

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN, 49423 THURSDAY, OCTOBER

A

The Newi Hai Been

Constructive Booster for
Holland Since 1872
i

17, 1974'

PRICE TEN CENTS

To Lower Welfare Rolls

County Pushes For
Experimental Plan
GRAND HAVEN - Ottawa Hilldore said 950 Ottawa
County Commissioners,armed County .'amilies were on Aid to
GRAND HAVEN - Ottawa ;v,th1suPP°rt from the state Dependent Children assistance
decided Tuesday
(ADC). in
In addition anoth
another 800
County commissioners eceived !ef la‘urev uecioeo
tuesaay to iauu.
copies of the 1975
thc,r battlf t0 'Washington families were receiving
copies of the 1975 proposedif necessaryto set no
stamps and another 800 were

received

pronged

receiving Medicaid.
The total welfare budget in
tahereZ7LCtlonddiSCUSSfT,le
™“ld require the county this year is about $9
million of which the county
the OcTobe; session
clic"tsh.f“ParticiPfU!in
provides$250,000.The remainder
The finance committee^ a s : 7 3 "r e ^ha ^
comes from federal and state1
sources.
exD0e7dmitnrdesg, 't013'
department of lici,

today

~
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^

l*rvir2

In addition to the welfare
funds, the county social services

MV.trT1

departmentadministers federal
amounting to
about $1 million which are

^^^.^^rroLlywelfa"manpower funds

revenue* from

lhe
revenues . 0

Bolh lhe Michigan House and designed to find or create jobs

reminder coming from

a

income tax and fees
Annrnnrl*»

innB

include P$25nnfrfi

«

and' Sena,e..1,ave adoP,ed resolutions for jobless persons, thereby
2
:suPPortlnga two-year program
keeping them off public welfare
. 'n Ottawa County but R. Bernard

« « «

r

h°

?nr

Houston, director of the state

im“emSMO$.S oo»bU, d n
countv

S

'

narks
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fn^

h^depaTtm

L

for
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Roland Spaek of Holland senf 18 inflation
fighting and energy conservation sugges-

some

tions to President Ford,

of which were

incorporatedin his nationally televised
speech Tuesday night, Spaek, an engineer

^^reSs* ^

S

F nance

heaHh

Commissionersalso

Curbs

Into

"

received

e^rTISg

The pickup by street crews
will start gradually and increase when leaves come thick
and heavy.
The pickup program will run
to Nov. 16, with full crews the

(Sentinelphoto)
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last two weeks, using four vacu-

18 V/ ays to Conserve

OUaTa

Energy

Spaek Energy

Cotni

v^oSh

CLA Opens New
National, Region

ff«Sion0f S"gh,,y m0re

in

ZEELAND

The

s,;lilld7
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used, only leaves can be picked

F .C^uIeS
.viuie of
of nspringeTake^°iber*
opring Lake to a c|jents
r

Christian

branches and junk are not per-

show .m

^evV ^erSey ^enator

Former Sentinel

up. Grass clippings, large

Zeeland

—

and

^

it +

;

SerioUS aboi,t lhe Pr0^ram we
l0aderS
?nd must have th" 'enrage to rn^ny Trucks5’
exnenHihirpr” rnMing °r mandate attendance.”
Since vacuum machines are
t

Commission Lmn«

Office

REMEMBER THE GOOD OLD DAYS! - Jack C. Vandenberg (left) who has had a checkered career in journalism and politics since he worked in the Sentinel in the
1940s, chats with an oldtimc friend, Jim Sfoel, a linotype
operator,in the Sentinelcomposing room. The two recalled
the good old days before they entered the Navy.

have

=££««*•“

(Sentinelphoto)

Those Leaves

Starting Saturday, city residents are encouraged to rake
taken issue with Houston and leaves into the street curbs.

EMm^i217
?nmmitri nhni

with the C and 0 railroad for 33 years
who was on a Chicago to Grand Rapids
run, was unaware of the speech until a
dispatcher at a siding in Fennville called
him a "national celebrity."

d'pa“

the
i

Start Raking

'“"“l

Part of the tw0'>'ear Program
would include an aPPea! tend
10 hear ^ses of clienLs objecting

C

f0r

Mrs.

^oT^ ^

h,e

welfare $n5ci6 for r
^urtre$M7 n? ^fnr0^ C ?
Cou U
094
^

(the
'NATIONAL CELEBRITY' - Mr and

said the experimental program

^a'rfme^
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roles.
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Burning leaves is not permit-

Employe Returns

Van Leeuwen.Soule was among welfare with the p^Tams0" ted without a permit from the
Labor Association office has
fire department.In leaf burneight persons nominatedfor the Hilldore explained P
been moved from Grand Rapids
ing. approximately 20 per cent R.v Cornelia Van Voorst refrigeratorat home in Fall
by volume of burning leaves is “ll’s always good to come Church, Va. His wife notifie
By Ann Hungerford able to contact her husband who '[ a ncw bu|,din8 on M’21 al
expelled into the air as particu- back to Holland and talk to the Secretary of State Henry Kh
Its absolutely refreshing to was on a Chicago to Grand lhe south ed8e of Zeeland,
An additional$19,000 in g a
clients are tested to learn Jate
people who are basic, forthright singer’s 'office, and that'offic
talk with Mr. and Mrs. Roland Rapids
according to Tom Dykhuis, agent
The city s leaf pickup pro- and friendly. Somehow, a good sent memos to every one of th
I Spaek also proposed to Ford and nationaltreasurer.
,0rNe 'Vtlat are lh,iir capabilities and gram has been held for 15 years share of lhem seem to have a 139 delegations at 'the confei
They're people who live what <hat schoolsin the "cold states” xhe new office will serve as the currenTyea?6” mP'ele d*si™a- Su^h informationis
as an adjunct to the park le- belter grasP of what's going on ence.
they say and write .and for May open in the summer and ^th national headquarters and
partment. Leaves are recycled *n " asbington than a lot of EverywhereVandenberg wen(
them writing includes to the .cose down from January to regiona| office Agent5 for the
by using leaf mlod in soil pre- P^pfr to the nations capital." he was greeted by conceme
President of the United States. March to save
area serve members in Michi.
idmtaLie™
pa ration for tulip and other This remark came from Jack people asking whether he hai
Respondingto Ford's recent L T e y k e p t he . r o w
Pennsylvania,Ohio, Ins^ia, servicesd^par.meni, said ,
^grams^a™
c. Vandenberg,46, a n a t i v e insulin. "I was the best know
plea for suggestions on energy thermostat at b8 during the day, diana an(j ininois
City
Engineer
Gordon
Start of Holland and former, man at the conference.Even th
conservationand inflation fight- Jower at night, and Spaek says
‘ r
]o (io s hit fa0i d0llars !n'Oul side the normal social
re9ues -s services framework and state said efforts will be made to pick Sentinel employe now on the Russian delegate offered t
ers. Mr. and Mrs. Spaek of 1066 ,hat he only had one cold
.new
from governmentalagencies to officialssuch as HoiKtnn up leaf piles as quickly as pos- staff of U.S. Sen. Clifford Case share his insulin ” he said.
South Shore Drive sent a list winter as compared to more in i ‘h
tnlvM
(R - N.J.) in Washington. Van Actually, Jack never did gc
of 18 suggestionsmany of which y€ars when they kept the house 5 to '° f™:
day f m mentPerS°r'S ,<>r PUbliC '“P10^ aPPaa_rjesitant to endorse the
Meanwhile, cooperation of denberg joined the Washingtontbe right insulin but he dii
programs.
have been a part of their lives warmer. “I have warm clothes T,
nr°
.. .
He said some of the agencies,
parents is sought to discourage UPl bureau in 1960 and then S6* another type and adjusts
during recent
can wear." he
, T*,e
.1S a "all0nal
such as cities and townships,
children from playing in the joined Sen. Case's staff in 1965 tbe dosage. It all turned ou
On Monday evenine a woman A Da™»crat for most of his dependent »l»eh promotes appeared"gun shy” to use the
un ^lonaay eyenmg a
..improvement of labor condipiles on the street or in other witb about a year out in 1967- well.
State Requires
manpower funds because the
hazardous
68 to join the presidentialcamOne thing that impressed hi
she° was^alhne^ from he ^Whlte Wh’.de adml^Fo^s ^Uciw
0' 7*?”’ funds would pay salaries of1
The
street department ha.s:Paign staff of George Romney.
vummg no.ianu
in visiting
Holland was
Flasher
Devices
employes for about one year,
budgeted$18,500 in this year’s *le returned to Case’s staff in downtown mall with Hs
use suggestions in the letter. t„n,f 'he .counlr-varouJd
S c h o 1 e n said of the 47
program for manpower and 5%* 19fi8- after Romney with- and flowers. “People at hoi
The President wanted to incor- Lwon. „
because be hasn<
.
potential employes whose wages Be Installed
equipment.
jdrew from the Presidential race, just don’t realize how beauti
would be funded by public
porate some of their ideas in a lrS"eJH
. „
,
nn DOPk LOrD.
The Board of me
the Ottawa
Vandenberg and his wife left it is,” he said.
service employment only four County Road CommissionersWoman Is Injured
Kansas City, Mo., speech slated ”“'dfh"!s “olland ,or 20
----.......
it VSIIIUII13 imurea
Friday
after a week with his He was in Holland Friday no
nrifteol
...
requestshad been received from
for Tuesday
Jh" fJrS ^IStS
parents Mr. and Mrs. Tony to meet Gov. Milliken,an <
governmentalunits.
under^he^m HeighwaybAd'(o!lnon US-31
vandenebrg, now living in friend from his Lansing
Scholtensaid the county would
man S"sounded hwlest” and the l^inp
•-° cm0rf ZEELAND - Robert J. Den
6
cover 90 per cent of the Angeline May Raymaker 60
days.
call was not a hoax, agreed. expii an bUying’ Spaek Herdei'- presidentof First Mich- be receiving allocations ‘to hire estimated $45,000 cost for flasher of route 3, Holland, was
Vandenberg's
s remain
remark on miamidabout 100 persons with an
The White House spokeswo-j One of his favorite suggestions Jfay" aSn^rcons^fdatednet average salary of $8,000 a year. instailationat the crossing of when the car she was drivinp western savvy on what’s going
in
man concluded the conversation is to use governmentsurpluses earnines before security trans He added that allocationsnot the ( and O Railroad with Lalce- , and one operated bv Gerri? on 'n busyi busy Washington
wood Blvd. in Holland Town- Junior Honing, 49, of 353 North carries a growing conviction
by adding that the Spaeks "put to reduce the nationaldebt and
used by the county revert back
things in their letter that other not just spend the surplus on iod endin ‘ ^pt 10 ,974 wPere
State St., Zeeland collidoH among PeoPle who are far Results in
to the federal government.
The Michigan Public Service Tuesday at 8:43 p m'at US 11 enough fr°m (he Washington
people hadn't thought of
something
i„7
1
1 ,
1 $757,552 as compared with
Commission recently informed and 16th
merry - go - around to have a For
For them lhe suggestions anA,d ^ “d001 gr„7uate’ SPai’k !SK8.M8 for the same period in
14 Hours of Rain
the board that railroad Rasher Police said the Konine car cl(sarer view- Washington inwere relatively simple, common ana^es
°' ,n' 1973. This represents a 20.4 per
such that those JAMESTOWN - A Sund
sense iiicao,
ideas, iiiauv
many ui
of which
insight
and
jncre€se
auiK'K;
uiiii.ilthey 'lall0n with ---o" ~ —
“
heading
11VI“8
mere
are
carried from afternoon walk in a cemeti
had incorporatedinto their lives comfnon sense and a deep conAn increase of 20.7 per cent ......
inches, according to the vivui
Civil The
Road uom
Commission
is east
east on
on
/,,'icic to crisis with almost no to study tombstones resulted
me nuau
mission is
S cris,s
since the energy shortage which vlc^*on ,bat the situation will
was reported in the Corpora- Defense office, official weather P'^nty reconstructing LakeRaymaker woman was
lhe death of 2'i * year came to light last
oe beaten.
tion's consolidated net income
During the winter they
P|te lnf ,'on the Spaeks from $627,195 to $757,137 for the observer. Rain has fallen in theiwood BLvd: lo a foutr. Iane road' taken to Holland Hosniml fnr Vandenberg was a junior in Jennifer Lee Van Rhee, Otta
area for 14 hours beginning W3y a!;dftheprl?ectl0nwas re'
P f foJr,HolIandHigb Sc-hool when he County deputies said.
off two little-usedrooms and
' save regularly and live by
nine month period with net in’ b
g (lu^ted for public convenience tleatment and was released starting working for The Sen- The youngster daughter
upstairs bath, saving 25 per cent the ^ premise "a good full
come per share rising from $.95 Sunday.
and safety at the crossing.
,inpl
nn' in
in the newsroom
.... .but
.....
8 Bill
8 erRh
tmel not
Mr. and Mrs.
J. Van
on their fuel bill, Spaek, a C da^.s w°rk a to‘r day s Pay- in 1973 to $1.15 in 1974.
in
the
composing
room
where
of
3401
24th
Ave.,
was
with h
and O railroad engineer, re- . ,ie sPaeks wlsb that Ford Total consolidated assets for
he worked the mail and the mother looking at headstor
had emphasizedmore the idea
the nine months period were
dump. receiving excellent! in the cemetery when t
And they take vacations dur- that, ^'y.^ ricb and P001-. $127,273,741with total deposits
tiammg undei John Slag. He, youngster apparentlygrabb
ing the winter,turn down their m'ls sacri lce: ^ b e 7 tnem- for the same period reaching
rcmembci s driving a Sentinel or bumped a stone on a wdest
heat to the bare minimum and
eP,tom.‘zethe ldeal °f $111,648,324 compared with the
car at the time, an Old Model
, ,
conserve more fuel. Last winter v * ary
1973 total deposit amount of
Ford, which he regularly
thTT iI^tiI1^ a'ld
they visited their daughter,Mrs. | .Aad shou ?
1e Prcsident $101,903,296.
apart lo keep it running: m lnehe/
"V
Roxie May in
:ph™fo
,0 tbe First Michigan Bank Corp. is
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^
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Houston.

"But everyone’s got to do it,” | k

“p

:WQ

the couple urges. "It’s easier Kepi
for poorer people to sacrifice

if

lkely 10 be a well‘ the parent organizationof First
Michigan Bank and Trust Com.
pany.

L.

1

,

jhim.

—

Crash

ship

!

I

Six

Holland

Men

c;v
of

,

.

sophomore year at Hope College
and then took flight trainingat
'Pensacola. At the University
1

!

*

'

!

'"juries,

[They both joined the Navy iPnVP fnr Trninin.
around the same time, but- ucuve ror • 'Umin]
their oaths parted, Jack going
into flight training.He had his . blx H°Pand mcn w>ll le;

a

.

friendshipwith jim" stoeiYtiii
employed as a linotype operator.

|

New

.

!

Back in those World War 11 and head
days, he developed a great

Accidents

..

an^«™

prf scho>|Dto

ilelp^put *001 Pa
thick.
Sentinel Extra and got into v
e cblld was taken
; trouble. It took intervention
bv Zeueland Community Hospil
| the late Orlie Bishop to reinstate
where .she was pronounced de
on arrival of a fractured ne
I

’sec,ei'

.

.
T

H

!

they see richer people sacrific- 1 |
ln|Ur6(J 111
ing and feeling the pinch,”
'
— Recent
Spaek adds.
Vehicle
Firm advocates of conservation throughout their lives, the
Two persons were reported
Spaeks speak with authority and injured in a three-vehicleacciMary Ann Sallis, 17, of 114%
convictionand an idealism dent Wednesday at 5:32 p.m. at
West
llth St., suffered minor
about the country that seems in- Ottawa Ave. and 32nd St.
injuries Wednesday at 2:34 p.m.
creasingly rare. But they do
Treated in Holland Hospital
when the car she was driving
believe and they endure the pub- and released were Jose Rodriand one operated by Frank H.
licity to stress their point. iguez, !7, of 179 West 17th St.,
DoBos, 27, of Brooklyn, Ohio,
Naturally shy by nature, Mrs. | and Santos Perez, 16, of 40th
collided at 211th and St. and
Spaek has literallyendured the West apartments, both passenfame thrust upon them by gers in a car driven by Fran Washington Ave. Police said
the Sallis car was northbound on
being mentioned first in Presi- cisco Rodriguez, 21, of 347 East
Washington while the DoBos
dent Ford’s speech to the i Sixth St.
auto was westboundon 28th.
Future Farmers of America Police said the Rodriguez car
Tuesday evening.
was eastbound on 32nd St.,
Loretta Brink, 26, of 259 West
Already they have received while
truck operated by
17th St., sufferedminor injuries
phone calls from
York Rudolph Halach, 62, of 1106
in a two - car collision along
Ardmore,
southbound
on
including a call from one of the —
- ...... , was
.....
_______ _
River Ave. 150 feet north of
networks, major newspapersin Ottawa. The two vehiclescollidPine Ave. Monday at 7:34 p.m.
the state and radio and televi- ed and the Halach truck spun
Police said she was standing
around and struck a car stopped
sicn stations.
near the disabled ear of Robert
Spaek encouraged his wife to northbound on Ottawa at 32nd
Jay Brink, 27, of 54 East 14th
help the media publicizetheir St. and operated by George
St., along southbound River Ave.
ideas because the country really Kotman, 69, of 176 West 19th
when the Brink car was struck
needs to pull together.Despite St.
from behind by a car driven by
the numerous disruptions in
Consuelo Thorpe, 19, of 185
their lives (including3 a.m. GVSC Ceramics Show
Burke. She was knocked to the
calls today) the couple says
ALLENDALE — Ceramicsby ground by the impact.
they would do it again but they Steve Zawojakiwill be on diswould "make their suggestions play at Grand Valley State Charles Edwin Nivision, 50,
more detailed,”Spaek says.
Colleges’ Campus Center Gallery of 98 East 24th St., suffered,
In his speech Ford noted that from Monday, Oct. 21 through
minor injuries when the car he
the Spaeks had trimmed their Monday, Nov. 11. A public rewas driving was struck from
own household budget and sug- ception for the artist will be held behind by another auto driven
gested that they thought t h e at the Campus Center Gallery
by John William Newhouse, 17,
federal budget should be pared on Sunday, Oct. 20 from 2 to
of 33 East 30th St. Police said
“to the bone."
4 p.m. Regular hours of the Nivisionwas stopped northbound
Mrs. Spaek watched the Pres- Gallery are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
on Central at 26th St. Monday
ident's address on the
1955 Monday through Friday, and 2
------. I„_
at 12:18 p.m. when the accident
black and white television, un- to 5 p.m., Sunday.
occurred.

--------

rh*

took

SpH°^e,i rU
Si T, S a f

vTi ain!?f in
^av*v- Tbe-V ;
S!fve VeIdhe
1

.

Michigan for two years, he Lary K'efcr, Randy
switched from engineeringto raad, Bob LaChance and T
Welling.
journalism and graduated in
1951.
Machiele and Welling have
His first fulltime job was at listed in the Navy’s NucL
the Port Huron Times Herald. Field Program. In select
they are
He became manager of the this
......program
rl.iCJ
aiv guar
^uai
Lansing UPI bureau in 1956 and ,eed. fratoing in physics, e
went to Detroit as automotivefr°n'cs. chemistryand nuc!
editor for UPI in 1958. In i960 fratoing. Machiele will take
he joined the WashingtonUPI cruit trainingat Orlando, F
bureau, at various times cover- and Welling will be at Gi
ing the Labor Department, the Lakes, III.
Justice Department, the Depart-

Kiefer and LaChance

ment of Health. Education and
Welfare, and the White House.
; Time has not dimmed Vandenberg s memories of George
j Romney and he remembers him
for his idealism and his firm
religiousbeliefs which have
given him strong convictions.

sel

ed the Navy’s Advanced E

;

CARRIER FAMILY — Four of the

five

tor Keith Berens set type for today's Senti-

Jipping brothers who all worked the same

nel are (left to right) Bruce 16, Jack 20,

“He's unconventional

Holland Evening Sentinel paper route paid
a National Newspaper Carrier Day visit
to The Sentinel composing room Sat. All
five worked route 37 near their home at 32
East 26th St., which they described as a
good route with nice people who paid them
promptly. Shown watching linotype opera-

Rick 22 and

but thoroughlyhonest,” Vandenberg said.

y

Bill,

27, who started the route

in 1959. Chuck, 26, was unable to be present for the picture.They are the sons of

and

all still live in the Holland

St.,

area Jack

i

is

a student at the Universityof Michigan.

'

. |

i

(Sentinelphoto)

I

fer will be at

Great Lakes

and LaChance at Orlando,
Veldheer and Kameraad

1

chosen guaranteedtraining
the Navy’s Mechanical Spei

tab
have
r„ .
. ch
Caracas,Venezuela ^ ea Lakes’ 1 or lraH"

incident at an international

ference in

,o

F“*l
con-

jLfhTkled ,0Ver/ ™Ce“l

\
f

Mrs. Martin Jipping of 604 West 29th

Ironies field and both will
ceive
vv,,v 18 to 22 months
uiunuis of
ui g'
£
antoed electronicstraining,

I

ist

.

which he attended along with uP°n completion, both will
Sen. Case. A uiaucuk,
diabetic,Vandenceive lunuai
formal UdiUUI^
trainingin
on
VdliuenIII OH
berg had left his insulin to the j the Navy’i mechanical ich<
;
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Engaged

Are Performed

Rites

17,

1974

CoupleTakes
Wedding Trip

Vows Spoken

To Montreal

Miss Linda Sue Pluister

Mr. and Mrs.

Lawrence

Pluister,134 South Church St.,
Zeeland, announce the engagement of their daughter, Linda
Sue, to Scott Allan Brouwer, son

Mrs. Michael Jay Knoll
(Essenbergphoto)

of Mr. and Mrs. Lester
Brouwer, 714 North 136th Ave
An April wedding is being
i planned.
|

Mrs. Ed Vogelzang

Mrs. Delan Scott Hirdes

Evening wedding rites
uniting Miss Sya Reinsma

Mrs. Craig Allen

(Van Den Berge photo)

and

----------Miss
Jean Marie
-----Kaniff
- .....

Ed Vogelzangwere performed Delan

Moes

(Euenberg Studio)

and Miss Ellen Ruth

Couple Returns
From Canadian

Scott Hirdes recitedtheir daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roger

Friday

Jim
trumpeter.

Handlogten, organist;
The Rev. Paul Colenbrander
Vander May, soloist, and Mark performed the evening
Mokma.
ceremony which united the
Parents of the couple are Mr. daughter of Mr and Mrs. Carl
and Mrs. Albert Reinsma of Kaniff. 389 West 21st St., and
Wyoming and Mr. and Mrs. tbe son of Mr. and Mrs. William
Floyd Vogelzang, 412 Thomas L. Hirdes, 114 Timberwood

Ave.

Lane.

|

Knoll are residing at 648 Lugers
Rd., following a honeymoon in
Canada. They were married
Sept. 27 in Holland Heights
Christian Reformed Church.

The Rev. Vernon L. Hoffs officiated at the evening
ceremony at First Reformed
Church. Providing music were
Mrs. Hoffs, organist,and Mrs.

Thomas Pierce,soloist.
The bride chose a

gown of white

floor-length

satin organza

Chosen as attendantswere The bride wore a white crepe featuringa modified empire
Miss Joanne Reinsma as maid g0wn designed and fashioned by waist and high neckline with
of honor. Mrs Larry
mother featuring a fitted cluny lace accenting the bodice
and Mrs. Ron Sterk a s jace bodice, high neckline,long and shepherdesssleeves. Her
bridesmaids; Jim Kiekover as iflCe sieeves with wrist peplums double illusion mantillaveil was
best man and John Bareman an(j a floor-length skirt forming edged with matching lace. She
and Ron Sterk as
chapel-lengthtrain. Her carried a nosegay of sport
The br.de was attired in a cathedral-length
and orange and yellow roses and
ong sheer sleeved gown with biusher Were held by a mat- baby’s breath!
Miss Karen Sue Russcher
inely detailed cotton venise cjjjng lace Juliet cap. She carMiss Karen Bussies as her
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Russcher,
lace outlining the cuffs, neckline rje(j colonial bouquet of yellow sister's maid of honor wore a
and bodice with vemce lace en- roses rUgj mums an(i mjnjature floor-length gown of orange route 3, announce the engagecircling the flounce and chapel carnations
print featuringan empire waist ment of their daughter, Karen
train. Her fingertip veil was acD.
, „
and high neckline. The long Sue, to Sam Keyzer, son of
cented with matching lace and
«‘f.arrd. ^oenewoud, bishop sleeves and yoke were Mr. and Mrs. Peter Keyzer, 6287
she carried a bouquet of orchids sfe[ o{ the b 'd\*as matr0" of orange sheer organza which 96th Ave., Zeeland.
of honor with Mrs. David
and sweetheart roses.
Miss Russcher is employedby
Kaniff, Mrs. Lee Bledsoe and also formed a ruffledpinafore
Her attendantswore long pink
St. Mary’s Hospital, Grand
Miss
Karen
as effect to the demi-bellskirt. She
flowereddresses with ivory lace
Rapids, and her fiance is a
bridesmaids. They wore floor- wore a matching orange picture
encirclingthe sleeves and edge
senior student at Dordt College,
length gowns of autumn orange hat and carried a nosegay of
of the jackets. Their dark pink
Sioux Center, Iowa.
crepe with embroidered lace yellow and bronze pompons,
picture hats were trimmed with
A May wedding is being plantrim and carried colonial bou- baby’s breath and wheat.
ned.
ivory ribbon and they carried
Wearing
similar
ensembles
quets of fall flowers in autumn
bouquetsof sweetheart roses,
were the bridesmaids,Miss
shades.
baby's breath and pink carnaJudith Dozeman and Miss Jane

DeBlaay

ushers a

veil

...

.

Balder

Dale Vander Ploeg was the
groom's best man with Kevin
Hirdes. brother of the groom,
David Kaniff. brother of the
bride, and Jack Jipping as
groomsmen. Seating the guests
were James Kaniff, brother of
the bride, and Richard
Groenewoud.

tions.

Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Raterink were master and
mistress of ceremoniesat the
receptionin the Fellowship Hall
of the church. Mr. and Mrs.

Ed Van Dyke attended

the

punch bowl and Mrs. John De
Vries. Mrs. Bernard Lamfers
and Mrs. Duke Van Kammen The newlywedsgreeted guests
arranged the gifts. Assistang at a reception in the church
with the guest book was Joe Fellowship Room where Mr.
and Mrs. 0. E. Schaap were
Van Kammen.

Moes, sister of the groom.
Attending the groom as best
man was his brother, Thomas

Moes with Jack R. Voss and
another brother, Jeffrey Moes,

North

Mrs. Randall Lee Lawrence

as groomsmen.
.

De

Zeeland.

M.nHn
h0011 S'k telWP Slee''CS
'« 'aCC.
"!S
a hairpiece of forget
toghorsl M
Miss
Linda u0b
Hop, . mc . nots bab% brcath aBnd
Dave Holstege and Bev Riel- ivory slr<.amcri/Attending u

teardrop bridal bouquet of senior at Hope majoring in
eucharist ilies, orange sweet- chology and biology.
heart roses and stephanotis.
The attendants wore floor - Offawo County Issues
length gowns of olive green
miramistover taffeta featuring J Marriage Licenses

1811 112th

psy-

1,

She

.Ave..

'..
bridesmaids were Mrs. Debbie
Following a southern honey- sturtevant and Mrs
.C0Uplc

W‘" resldc at DeJaeghcr. They wore similar
gowns jn moss gr(,en A|| car
1

ried nosegay bouquets
i

the setting for

^

the

reception

(Ottawa County)
Michael John Bakker, 20, and
Jacquelyn H o 1 w e r d a , 20,
Holland; Craig Allen Moes, 20,
and Ellen Ruth Bussies, 20,
Holland; Calvin Lee Palmbos,
20, Hudsonville,and Vicki Lynn
Van Houten, 18, Allendale;John
A. Millard, 26, and Sharon Lynne Ensing, 26, Hudsonville;
Raymond Henry Crockford Jr.,

1

6

Dick
Bloemendaal as ushers.
The reception was held at
Carousel Lodge where Mr. and
Mrs. Roger Kuiken were master
and mistressof ceremonies. Mr.

and Mrs. Richard De Maat
served punch and Emily
Bloemendaal was guest book attendant.

Following a northern wedding
trip the couple will reside at
802 North Shore Dr.
A rehearsaldinner was hosted
; by the groom’s parents at their

‘

!

.

H.S.SIotman

Gamma

c

ago

n,. „

rniiMp

lived in the Saugatuck-Douglas al^hp HnL
J™1 M'?1 in Hol,and
area. During World Wer II
Hfopf. C°lleg€ vs- Adrian township where a large amount

she

was employed at Bohn Aluminum Co and later it H I

v8p/r

°

fnm'

ll
vievv Park’ Klckoff 1S at 2 P
vie

was

alIe8edIy taken

Home

STARTING

TACKLE Former West Ottawa line-

men Fred Nelis, is a starting
offensive tackle on the
Kalamazoo College varsity
footballteam. Nelis is a
sophomore.

home.
Showers honoring the bride
were given by Mrs. Richard De
Maat, Mrs. Dody Fredrickson,

Mrs. Ed Walters, Mrs. Lois
Bosman, Mrs. Roger Kuiken
and Mrs. Tony Dekker. Ms
Robin Bruursema and Cindy
Baker.

Pla" home of Mrs. Richard

i

n

v

.

About YFC

Attendingthe groom were
Jamie Bloemendaal as best
man, Dennis Sturtevant and
George Casarez as groomsmen,

,

merhuizen. Bob Eisen, Miss Easton, 26, Hudsonville; Robert
Dawn De Leeuw and Tom Van William Westrate, 22, and Jeanne Kay Lemson, 19, Holland;
Zanten arranged the gifts.
'Hie rehearsal dinner at Jay’s Marvin Lee Visser, 19, Zeeland,
Restaurant in Zeeland w a s and Lavonee Elin Helder, 20,
hosted by the groom’s parents. Holland; Larry Brandsen, 22,
Holland, and Debra Jo Roelofs,
William R. Boersma, son of Mr.
18, Zeeland; Calvin Dean
at 74
The groom's parents hosted at Point West.
and Mrs. Max Boersma of Eta
Wieghmink,
23, Holland,and
Told
DOULAS - Mrs. Harvey S. a rehearsal dinner at Jay’s
Grand Rapids.
Diane Lynn Greenwald, 20,
Holland Youth Arraigned
(Mona) Slotman. 74. of 161 Restaurant in Zeeland.
Both are seniors at Hope
Grand Rapids; Norman William
North St., Saugatuck. died in
On Break-In Charge
College. Miss Campbell is a
20, and Danielle
Communitv Hospitallate Fridav Ynilfh
„ | member of Delta Phi Sorority Rich Englert of Youth for Palmquist,
Marie Reau, 20, West Olive
following a short illness. ‘ 1 UUIM UU7 JCI
sh.er,ff * De- , an(j Mr. Boersma is a member
Christ spoke to members of Eta
partraent ts continuing its in- i ot Chi Phi Sigma Fraternity.
Born in Craned Rapids, she Af Hnnp Pnllono
Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma
moved to Holland 51 years
1 ,Ure '-U'lcge
Phi Monday evening at the
AuTgha™ddi"S
is
and for the past 23 vears had
,
..
on Marty s Standard Service,

--Hnv

Ralph Visser

Camarota. He showed slides
and explainedthat Youth
Guidance is an international

m- on SeP1- 24program. The chapter has
Co. in Holland She was Special guests wil1 1)6 143 Harry Edward Bosma, 17. of
at 53
accepted the foster home for
a member of Sauea’uck United newsPaPer carriers from the 172 Reed Ave., was arraigned in
girls recentlyopened in Holland
ZEELAND
—
Ralph
Visser,
Methodist Church and bed
^f! ^e* »olland District Court Thursas one of its service projects
a member of First United Meth^ind1^orld cafr‘ers,.'"I1 ,a 50
0." a charge of breaking and 53, of 250 Valley Dr., died Frithis year.
day
in
Zeeland
Community
Hosodist Church of Holland,
stn™
The meeting was opened and
many of its organizations. tar"al,onal Newspaper Carrier demanoed exam, nabon and, un- pital followingan eight-month
chaired by Mrs. Rich Le Blanc,
Surviving in dddition to
^blc to furnish$1,000 bond, wss illness.
chapter president. Since this was
husband are three sons.
g,U(''s,'s°/ lhe college remanded to Ottawa County Jail. He was a member of First
a model meeting, each officers
Thompson of Saugatuck.
Players from the Ho - A juvenile who was a 1 s oj ChristianReformed Church and

and
v

5z

Succumbs

been
:

,

her

James

Roger £

Slot-

k
T

Thompson end' Harvey D
ulanRH
uba
men of Holland; a
d
s^.00.1
Mrs. Martin (Grace) Kole of sa[ety, patro1 mei?bers high
lollanc!. 17 grandchildren; school seniors and Reformed
seven great-grandchildren;her
* u h 8 0UPSmother. Mrs. Anna Combs
Holland; (wo brothers.

daughter.^'

and committee chairmen report-

a

Jas

aP‘ bad served es an elder in the
1 Pr.ehended and reerredtojuve-consistory.
He was a veteran of
mle court. Deputies indicated : world War II. serving in the
that more subjects may have
Marine Corps in China. He was
been involved.
employed by DeBruyn Seed and
<?edly , in\’olv®d

.

|

•

j

Produce Co.

Mark 50tk Anniversary

Combs of Holland and Hajg
of Kentwood: a sister, Mrs.
Marinus (Marjorie)Donzc of
Holland and several
nephews and cousins.

C

nieces,

Progressive Dinner

devotions. Easter was the
theme at the home of Mrs. Dale
Timmer with Mrs. Gerald Van
luente leading devotions. Mrs.
Mrs.
Dale Boes gave devotionsat the

Dan Ritsema sang and

|

Holland, Mrs. Connie Ellis and
Mrs. Corine Brorwiak of Allegan.
Reservations were taken for
the internationalsquare dance
to be held Oct. 12 at Leisure
Acres.

Tom La Hake, Ron

Allendale.

Post Office

Mrs. P. Poll, 82
!

Dies

[

Schaap
the

Me- and Mrs. Don Sanborn
Mr. and Mrs. Don Sanborn, offered the invocation. A gift
1690 Vans Blvd., will celebrate was presented to the couple.
New Year's was celebratedat their 40th wedding anniversary They have one son, Don of
the home of Mrs. James Lavink on Monday, Oct.
City,
two
with devotions given by Mrs. Friends and relatives surpris- grandchildren,Kari and Marty.
William Boss. The home of ed them with a dinner at the They were entertained with
Mrs. Lawrence Prins had a Warm Friend Motor Inn Friday a family dinner in Bay City
Christmas theme with devotions evening. The Rev. E. M. Ruhlig Oct. 6 my their sin and daughby Mrs. Vern
from Zion Lutheran Church 1 ter-in-law.

theme.

14.

'Bay
1

(
!

in

.

and

For

Closed

Columbus Day

Zeeland

ZEELAND —

!

home of Mrs. William
where Thanksgivingwas

Webster.

ed on the duties of her office
for special guests Mrs. Coleen
Klinger and Lynn Elliot of

Present were the Mesdames
Bell, Hank
Prince, Dale Hamberg, Marvin
Israels, Bary Battaglia, Le
Blanc, Mort Muyskens, Glenn
Mast and Mis. Claude (Silvia) Lawson, Rich Coleman, CamaTer Haar, both of Forest Grove, rota, John Kohne, Bill Healy
Mrs. Louis (Emma) Van Noord and Darwin Werling.
of Jamestown,and Miss Martha
Dessert was served by the
Visser of Lansing, 111.; a sis- hostess and by the co-hostess,
ter-in-law, Mrs. Henry Kraai of Mrs. Le Blanc.

Bcechwood Guild Has
A progressivedinner was the
highlight of the evening for
Bcechwood Reformed Guild
members on Tuesday. The first
stop was the church lounge
where a short business meeting
was held and groups formed.
Four hoouses were visited and
each house had a theme and

Survivingare his wife, Laura;
a daughter, Virginia,and three
sons, Randolph, David and
Martin, all at home; four brothers, Jacob of Holland, Fred of
Forest Grove. Frank and Henry
of Zutphen; five sisters, Mrs.
Henry (Betty) Van Noord of
Hudsonville,Mrs. Ben (Bertha)

Columbus Day will be observed as a holiday Monday, Oct. 14,
Mrs. Jeanette by the post office.

Poll, 82, formerly of Grand
Postmaster Louis A. Haight
Rapids, died early today in a said there will be no delivery
local nursing home.
of mail by city or rural carShe was a member of 'Piird riers and no window service.
ChristianReformed Church.
Services that will be providSurviving are four stepchil- ed are special delivery, and
dren, Mrs. Frank Nye and Don post office lobby open for lock
Poll, both of Grand Rapids, box and stamp vending machine
Jack and Carl Poll, both of customers. Regular daily collecBattle Creek; a sister, two sis- tions will be followed and the
ters-in-lawand several nieces mail will be dispatched at 6:30
and nephews in the Netherlands. p.m.

f

and Bryan Kuiken and

where Mr. and Mrs. Roger
Bussies were master and mis- 26, Holland,and Bonnie K.
tress of ceremonies. Mr. and Stratton.24, Wyoming.
Mrs. Craig Dalman served Nathan D. Boynton, 2
punch and Miss Debra Mich- Jenison, and Cynthia Sue

Succumbs

o

matching pompons and baby's
breath.

ruffled pinafore effect with

and orange sweetheart roses.
Carousel Mountain Lodge was

s

^

bodice,sleeves, skirt and edged
The bride was graduatedin
the attached chapel length train.
1974 from Hope College with a
Her three tiered elbow-length
teaching certificate and degree
veil fell from a re - embroidered
lace headpiece. She carried a in social work. The groom is a

and carried autumn hand
bouquets of gold and bronze
mums, baby’s breath, wheat

West 32nd St.
The rehearsaldinner was .After a Florida honeymoon, The bride attended Ferris
.. 'J
hosted by the groom’s parents the couple will live in Holland
State College end is employed
Miss Claire Lynn Campbell
at the Bill Knapp Restaurant
secretaryat Baker
The bride is employed as a as
Mr. and Mrs. Gene C
in Grand Rapids.
teller at People’s State Bank Furniture. The groom i s
Campbell
of Grand Rapids anand the groom is employed as employed by Holland Hitch.
nounce the engagement of their
The
rehearsal
dinner
was
an
insurance
salesman
f
o
r
Mrs.
hosted by the groom’s parents daughter, Claire Lynn, to
Michigan Farmer.

Hope Reformed Church by the
Rev. Glen O. Peterman.Music
was provided by Mrs. Barbara

grams

waists accented with deep olive
velvet ribbon.TTiey had matching olive green picture hats

guest book.

uniting Miss

Mr. and Mrs. George Lawrence, were Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Escorted by her father, the
14612 Venessa.
Vries of
bride was attired in a gown
The bride’s long gown of ecru
Chosen as maid of honor was of ivory satin organza featuring
cotton
with an overlay of lace Miss Mary Meeuwsen with Miss a portrait necklinewith pin
soloist.
Chosen as attendants were featured lace sleeves with the Sue De Vries as bridesmaid, pleated ruffle, fitted bodice and
bodice outlined with pink ribMrs. Muriel Bouman as matron
Attending the .groom was Paul bishop sleeves.The skimmered
of honor, Mrs. Rosalie Barber bon. She carried a basket of Beukema as best man, David skirt was edged in a double
and Mrs. Debra Rouwhorst as dasies and roses.
Smith as groomsman and Gary ; row of brussels lace at the
Barbara Conklin as the Meeuwsen and Jim Zwiers as hemline and followed the atbridesmaids,Randy Hop as best
man, Harlen Weener and Vince bride’s only attendant wore a ushers. The bride’s personal at- tached cathedraltrain. MatRouwhorst as groomsmen, and long gown having a green tendant was Mrs. Gary ching lace edged the floor checked skirt, dark green bodPhil Bouman and Bob Barber
Meeuwsen and Pat and Sandy length veil of illusion.She carice and white eyelet sleeves. She
as ushers.
De Vries were in charge of pro- ried a bouquet of white roses,
The bride was attired in a carried a cascade of fall shadstephanotis and baby’s breath.
ed chrysanthemums.
floor-length gown of white
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Kuyers j Sandra Ksscnburg wa5 her
nylon sheer organza featuring Rodney Lawrence was his were master and mistress oj sjjijr'g majd 0f i,onor she wore
brother’sbest man.
a high neckline, lantern sleeves
ceremonieswiUi Miss Jill a shrjmp colored chiflon(town
and empire waist. Bands of re- The receptionwas held at Wild- Beukema and Kathy Meeuwsen over
tiff eta, with scoop
embroideredlace accented the wyke Village, Esopus, N.Y.
at the punch bowl and Jayne neck|ine and lvory couar an^

mony was the Rev. John Draisma with Clarence Walters as
organist and Earl Weener as

bishop sleeves and empire

mistress of ceremoniesat tie

Candlelight wedding rites
Nancy Jean Essenburg and William Bloemendaal
Jr. were performed Friday in

Reformed Church provided the
Following an outdoor wedding setting for the marriage of Miss
ceremony Oct. 5, Mr. and Mrs. Rose Meeuwsen and Daniel
Randall Lee Lawrence left for Beukema, Friday night.
a honeymoon in Montreal, Can- Performing the ceremony was
ada. The lower waterfalls of the Rev. Arthur Besteman with
Lake Minnewaska in New York Mrs. Harvey Huizenga and
provided the setting for the Norman Vredeveld as soloist.
nuptial rites performed by the
The bride is the daughter of
Rev. Charles Vanderbeeck.

Veurink, organistand Mrs. PegThe bride is the former
gy Foster,soloist.
Rebecca Jeane Bouman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Russell B.
Howard Meeuwsen, 338 West The bride is the daughter of
The bride is the former Deb- 33rd St., and the late Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Paul Essenburg.
Bouman, 106 Timberwood Lane.
The groom is the son of Mr. orah Firmbach of Holland, Meeuwsen. The groom is the 607 Oak Valley Dr., The groom
and Mrs. Dewey Knoll, 11765 daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rudy son of Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius is the son of Mr. and Mrs
Firmbach of Ulster Park, New Beukema, 21 South Pine St., William Bloemendaal 1 4 98 3
Port Sheldon Rd.
York. The groom is the son of Zeeland. Guardians
________of
_____
the _____
bride James St.
Performingthe evening cere-

a

Mr. and Mrs. Jack W
Tuinsma were master and

a

(Joel's Studio)

Street Christian

1

reception in the church
Fellowship Room. Punch bowl
attendants were Mr. and Mrs.
Mark Bosch and gift room atFollowing a southern honey- master and mistress o f tendants were Miss Kathy
moon. the couple will reside at ceremonies. Other attendants Dalman, Barry Topper, Miss
were Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Darlene Veenhoven and Craig
3259 29th St., Grandville.
The bride is employed as a Diephouse, punch bowl; Mr. and Kleinheksel.
secretary at Keeler - Brass Co. Mrs. Daryl Wabeke and Mr.
Upon returningfrom a honeyand the groom is employed as and Mrs. Carl Kaniff, gift room, moon in Florida, the newlyweds
a mechanic at Michigan and Brent and Kirk Wabeke, will make their home at 1193
Kenworth.

Trip

Mr. and Mrs. Michael Jay

Friday in Wyoming Park Chris- nuptial vows
in Bussies, 261 West 28th St.,
tian Reformed Church by the MaplewoodReformed Church. became the bride of Craig Allen
Rev. Leonard Bossenbroek. Mark Kaniff was organist for Moes, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Music for the ceremony was die occasion and accompanied George Moes, 239 West 28th St.,
provided by Mrs. Ron the soloist,Steve Ver Beek.
on Friday.

Mrs. William BloemendaalJr.

Beukema

(lakewood photo)

Wedding

Bussies,

Mrs. Daniel

YEARLY PROJECT

-

The Young Peoples

cyclable trash to earn money for the Sum-

(SWIM) pro-

Society of Park Christian Reformed Church

mer Workshop

conductedits annual trash pickup along the
old Saugatuck Road, Thursday.Each year
the group picks up at least 200 bags of re-

gram. Assistingin Thursday's pick-up above
are

in Ministries

Gwen Blystra, Laurie Haveman, Sheila
Dawn Most and Kathy Hoffmeyer.

Potts,

(Sentinelphoto)

14 Contestants Vie for Zeeland Junior Miss Title
view, 35 per cent.

Ruby De Vries, daughter of Mr.
Information on the candidates and Mrs. Isaac De Vries, 0884
follows:
New Holland St., Zeeland. Her
Lynne Emery, daughter of escort is Dan Ensing.
Mr. and Mrs. William Emery,
Rhonda Meinema, daughter
13184 Fillmore St., West Olive, of Mr. and Mrs. Darle Meinema,
will present a reading from 455 Alice St., Zeeland, will be
"Romeo and Juliet" for her escorted by Dave Brower. Her
talent. She will be escorted by talent is sewing, modelingand
Jack Van Neuren.
displaying.

JayceesSet

Pageant
ForOct.19

Review Ballot Proposals
For Local Literary Club
By Cornelia Van Voorst the middle of the state’sfiscal
explanation of the four year,
slate proposals and one Holland Van Kolken referred to
proposal that face local voters several editorialsin Michigan
in the Nov. 5 general election newspapers opposing the prohighlightedthe program of the posal in view of the fact that
Woman's LiteraryClub Tuesday there is no accompanyinglegislation to compensate for the
Paul Van Kolken. Holland $200 million lass in state
Evening Sentinel reporter, in revenues with some editors eyereviewing the proposals, ing an increasein state inrefrainedfrom suggestinga come taxes as the likely soluYes or No vote, but his lion.
information was such that itj He pointed to legislative
easy for club members action earlier this year providto draw conclusions. ing tax credits for families
The
earning under $15,000 a year.

An

Sue Schrotenboer who will be
Tresa Harrison will play an
escorted by Brad Slagh will sing organ solo "Jesu Joy of Man’s
"I Can’t Say No" from Desiring" by Bach. Her parents
Scholarships, Bonds
Oklahoma. She is the daughter are Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Harrison, 38 Wall St., Zeeland,
In Zeeland High Gym
Schrotenboer, 118 West Central and her escort is Tom Kragt.
Candidatesfor the annual Ave., Zeeland.
Presenting an original interZeeland Junior Miss pageant,
Performing
Indonesian perative reading with piano and
sponsored by the Zeeland dance Slendang Sutra will be song will be Beverly Vanden
Jaycees, include 14 seniors
representing the youth of the
greater Zeeland area. This
year’s theme is "You’ve Come
a Long Way."
Seniors Compete For

afternoon.

.

an

4^

Saturday, Oct. 19, is the date
of the pageant which will begin

10868 ffoUday

door.

for prizes includinga four-year

L/ami

paid scholarshipto Eastern
Michigan University to the
winner, $250 donated by local
industry, and several savings

Mr. and
Drf^ll jj0^’

bonds and monetary gifts from
local industry, banks and
individuals.

^

Hardenbei g will escort

ia.au,

sfll

'

vy

W

escort.

I

her.

Arnold Disselkoen,25

State Proposal

Colonial

|

^

A -

Limiting | ™s, w“uld
nu,“fied i! Pr°"j posal C is approved.
This state
Proposal
state
State ProposalD — State

D

use of m()tor fuel tax funds.

I

reading.

„
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.........

..

j

:

^r'S

.......

,

^

NewJ;n

Brenda Page

Rhonda .Meinema

proposals:

are Mr. and Mrs.

...

... .

a, wuuac yaiciusi

a

\\
A 6

:

Debra Volkers

890 Maple Lane, Zeeland. Jeff parents

Zeeland.

The areas of competition are
scholastic achievement which
counts 15 per cent, personal!
appearance and poise, 15 per
cent; creative performing arts,
20 per cent, and judges inter-

/

Mary Bouwman, daughter of "> pronibit me use ot motor
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Bouwman. fuel ,ax fund-s by law enforcealrtho"Z(* boi rowing $1.1
are Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Talsma, c*arine<s0*0 wlt*1 Piano ' a P e 5221 9fith Ave., Zeeland, will be menl agencies for highway ,l 'on for ral*- i mtemty bus,
8605 104th St., Zeeland, will entitled "Similarities of Music.’; escortedby Scott Van Dort. Her Palr°l purposes, and (2) limit jP0', uon'ni<,,onze(lcorridors,
present a piano solo of "The Her parents are Mr. and Mrs. talent is an originalinterpera- the use of motor fuel tax funds ^a"^ansil|J^ new
Entertainer."She will be Robert Brower. 251 W e s t live
for public transportation
to l/lS
escorted by Merle De Witt. .Lawrence St.,
i A baton twirling routine is of the amount received. i!'!?0 fl^Liabr
Brenda Page, daughter of Sue Blauwkamp, daughterof planned by Debra Volkers. j A No vote would allow the t0 ;{00 n ' johsannu’allv
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Page. Mr. and Mrs. Dick Blauwkamp, whase escort is Brian Boss. She legislature to continue to decide rj,v Pmn(Li ritv u-nutH
10420 Beechnut Lane, Zeeland, 276 Wall St., Zeeland, will per- is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Uo what use gas taxes will be |,,vv'i, mj|i rnr .Urpo vrars <n
will give
reading entiltedform an oboe solo of "Aria and Daryl Volkers, 4745 88th Ave., put within the present constitu-rnn,jnilp n:a| x MHn'cvJpm
"The Box." Don Alferink will Rondinella”by Handel. She
“' Zeeland,
«»">!“ o' highway purposes. ^ntly Dial A - Me cam™.
be her
will be escorted by Rick Klomp- , All the girls are seniors at Adoptionwould require no in- about 4,8I)0 passengers a raonthi
“If n I Was God" from Tom ra^neflr/(l.
ii„ Zeeland High School with the creases in taxes. The present about 45 per cent senior citizens,
state ax is nine cents a gallon 0ver ^
cen| of (he ridcs
Sawyer is the talent selection by 0g,ivfa
exception of Miss Meinema and
with 8/2 cents going to state. are for worg school, medical
of Jan Wybenga, daughter of Terri Disselkoen who will be Miss Blauwkamp who attend county and municipal roads ppoi„tme„, and ’shopping.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Wybenga, escorted by Stuart Bassett.Her Holland Christian High School.
and
DART costs about $8,001) a
State Proposal B — Vietnam month to operate.The base fare

ilf-’

girls will be participating

Mary Kmiwman

Bosch, daughter of

at 8 p.m. in the Zeeland High
Gym. Tickets are
available in advance or at the

f /

iidjfj&tk-m&iji
Terri Disselkoen

School

The

fMM/,

s(rcels-

i

and other veterans bonus bonds, is 50 cents but senior citizens
in which the state would bond ride for 25 cents. A half mill on
itself for $235 millionin general city property assessed for
obligationbonds for up to $600 $io,500 would cost $5.25 a year,
for combat veterans and
The speaker was introduced
1 maximum of $450 for non - by Mrs. Paul de Kruif.
combatants. This proposal is
Mrs. Ralph Kneisly,president,
scaled down version of a $266 called attention to a bus tour to

County Acts

To Expand

a

a

Services
PRAwn

u

\7ir\i a,,

a

!

T i h*3

million bonus plan rejected by the new Woodfield shopping mall
1500,l,,votes io

dirMMCTr« at?;ol
ra-

l972-

Chicago Oct 28 reservation,
(

Removal to be made with Mrs. Thomas
sales tax on food and De Free); a bridge party Nov.
prescriptiond™BS. which lun 14 ireservatioasto be made with
State ProP°sal c

admlnlst

V

t!t av™»m»nC|°n ^
huddinls E„, u ,0;
Pnnnprcuilip f and
Sy services 0"
and

Tresa Harrison

'

:

fortunately. Van Kolken be- Mrs. John Schutten) and an eve' ^ves) has become a campaign ning guest meeting Oct. 29 with
issue in the gubernatorialrace. 1 Ed and Lucille Donivan showing
iSSUe in the *"bm,al«ri*' Ed *£l Lucille Donivan showing
If approved, the measure would slides of their South American
! Chairman Donald K. Stoz of become effectiveJan. 1, 1975, ! trip.
[Holland said portions of the
former Alward school et Port
six days the earth receives as
Sheldon St. near 40th Ave. at
much energy from the sun as
Hudsonville would be leased at
has been used over the past
$3,000 a year beginning Jan. 1
6,000 years.
for one year to provide services
In conclusion. Dr. Tharin
to the Georgetownarea.
some challenging
lease agreement was
questions and stated that ( h e
authorized for a portion of a
technologyis ready to cope with
building located near the 1-96
Dr, James Cotter Tharin,
problems, howinterchange at 68th Ave. at
professor of geology at Hope ever’
foetal alld economic
Coopersvilleat $400 a month.
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He was quick to point out that iLinds!?;orT1’P^ident presided

juvenileofficer for the juvenile energy consumption doubles j5ver,themec !1!g an(! ja ' an'
court, submitted a filmed report every ten years and the
h° vf at 3 Pr°'
on a camping program last tion will double bv the vear tessin8 for HoBand Motor Ex*
summer for "hard core" delin- 2000, thus creating extreme press' was 3 guestquent boys and girls.
demands on energy reserves.
• .

popula-
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Beverly Vanden Bosch

Sue Schrotenboer

TAKES DIAL-A-RIDEBUS RIDE Milliken alights from a DART bus in

a

i

Gov. William
downtown Holland
to be greeted by Mayor Lou Hallacy. The governor was
in Holland briefly to inspect Holland's DART program
which opened last February. The red bus took him from
DART headquartersin Warm Friend Motor Inn to Republicanoffices on Eighth St. and later to campaign

Eas.t ArrinPntQ

The program involved eight
boys and about four girls in

Africa and the Middle
control 70 per cent of t h e
three separate programs. Each current oil reserves and even Cars operated by Daniel
group was accompanied by though the United States is Charles Rawlings,16, of 2210
counselorsand the program was finding new oil reserves in MarlacobaDr., and Louise Ann
designed to allow the delin- Alaska and Mexico, it will not Cotter, 32, of 1984 92nd Ave.,
quents to solve their social and be able to keep up with the Zeeland,collided Tuesday at
headquarters.on River
(Sentinel photo)
behavorial problemsby talking demands of the United States, [7:30 p.m. at 32nd St. and State
and living together for two much less the world. If growth and Lincoln Aves. Police said
rate continues,expected life of the Rawlings car was southweeks.
natural gas is only 22 years, bound on State heading for LinSteggerdasaid the program
coal ill years and petroleum coin while the Cotter auto was
was so successfulthat a mark20
heading east on 32nd.
ed change for the better was
noted in liie behavior" of all "thl : Dr’ Tharin no(ed lhat
delinquent
term soIution the e n e r g
Cars driven by Martha
Gov. Millikencame to Holland is eagerly awaiting results.” ed commiSoners3^ continue ! Pr0^em must resf *n conserve- 1 ElizabethHibma, 17. of 893
resources>
which
means
251,1 St- and Myrna Lillian
today and sampled Dial-A-Ride The propositioncalls for Is mill funding
mnaing the
me nroeram
piogram for
tor another
another ,tl0n
each°f
individua|
must
decide
on West
PoUeri
67 of
East mh st )

Leah Brower

Ave.
Milliken Samples

DART Bus

years.

Service

the
y

DartS

^

.

m

service, praising the Holland for three years to support the
some plans of action to reduce
program which is regardedas DART program primarily used
He said it was an alternative | the amount of energy he uses,
the best in the state. Holland by senior citizens,
to sending the delinquents to The longer term solution in Dr.
was one of three cities selected Gov. Milliken was welcomed
youth homes or d e t e n t i o n Tharin’s opinion rests in solar
for pilot programs and was the to Holland bv Mayor Lou
centers for rehabilitation energy. He pointed out the
first to initiateservice last Feb- j Hallacy and politicalleaders. At
which doesn t work anymore." . many drawbacks to nuclear
I an informal press conference in
Commissionersrecommended 1 energy and indicated that in
The governor, whose plane j the hotel, he commented on the
to the finance committee that
landed at the 'Hilip City airport. 1 fine appearance of the downthe camping program be concalled for his DART transporta- town mall, the clean streets,
tinued. The summer program
tion from a newly installed tele- and said Holland could serve as was funded with ,5%*
phone in the west entrance of a model for other medium cities revenue slla,.ingmonev,
the Warm Friend Motor Inn and in Michigan and out of the state
traveledto GOP offices on West for both public transportation
Eighth St. and later to cam- and downtown beautification.
Thief Outfits Complete
paign headquarterson River
The November ballot also lists Stereo With Break-In
Ave. He left for Grand Rapids Proposal D, a $1.1 billion transafter his brief visit here.
JENISON
portationbond issue which the
"Holland probably would not governor said is as important apparently has a well supplied
have a transportationprogram to Holland as to the rest of the stereo system following a breaktoday if the state had not taken state. It would provide improv- in reported at the Record
the initiativenine months ago," led rail and air service, cross- Village. 191 Chicago Dr. T h e
he said. "And now local voters lake ferry service, bicyclepaths theft was believed to have

.

ruary-

Ruby De Vries

Dutch

Dawn Talsma

Mrs. Banger

Win

8th Straight

Swim Meet

Feted at Party

Approves

A surprisebirthday party was
held Thursday evening in Pine

Staff Bylaws

New

Creek School honoring M r s. Revised bylaws for the medi- will decide Nov. 5 whether to
Jennie Banger on her 76th cal staff, which had been under contmue the service.The state
For the first time all season,
birthday. It was a potluck supstudy for a year, were approved
Holland’s girls’ swimming team
per featuringa decorated birthby the Hospital Board at its
failed to score any team records
day cake and ice cream f o r monthly meeting Tuesday afterin beating Middleville, 93-64
dessert.
noon. The by-laws now go to
Tuesday night in Holland Community Pool. It was Holland’s Attending were her children, City Council for consideration.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Bosma, Mr.
eighth straightwin.
These bylaws outline new
and Mrs. Gerald Ortman, Mr.
methods for delineating privi.
led
journey and Mrs.' Reynold Banger and
to Rockfold
»«.. nJ jy. Iiiljnc Ranpor- leges to medical staff members

14 Apply

D"
Thursday.

RcbuHs in order of finish: JIr- and ,I”!.S- Ju,11u11s
200 medley reiny- Holland (Kooy- her grandchildren, Mrs. Nelson
n-s. Doherty. Vande Water. Rog- Bosma, Mrs. Glen Beekman,
er200 "freestyle—Ming <H). Garner Mr. and Mrs. Steve Dick, Mrs.
(Mi. Antwerp (M). Keller (Mi. j Cal Lemmen, Gary Ortman and

Tm
Time

Sr«,
2:W.i.

.Vander «<*• £“!*.
and Brian Ortman, Chris,
freestyle— Jackson (Mi, Rog- Jim, Patty, Peggy and Elaine
Vm" Doherty(HI.

(jai1

and adequate public transporta- occurred between Saturday at
6 p.m. and Sunday at 12:45 p.m.
tion in southeast Michigan.

along westbound 16th St.

at

River Ave. Police said the Hihma car was in the right lane
while the Potter car was in the
left lane attempting a right
turn,

!

Ottawa County deputies said
Robert Renzema. 192 East the missing items included two;
31st St., addition,$7,128; Ivan Jensen speakers valued at
$250; a Sylvania turntable. $250;
j

J.

Timmer,

i

contractor.

Mark Ver

t

Harmon-Kardonam-fmj

,

:

1

Permits

MrsJ.

Succumbs

Dozema
86

Bylaws also have a new sec- i Affinity Recording Studio 155 self, contractor.
so
Mrs. John H. (Christina)
tion on disciplinaryprocedures East 16th St., sign; self conJerry Becksford.633 Pleasant, Dozema, 86, of 33 South Wall
Time<H35.oMileS
,M'Banger, Karen, Lauri, Sally and
drawn
up by an attorneyfor the tractor,
Diving— Beziie <H). Sanger iM> Bevy Banger, Jeff Bosma and
attachedgarage, $2,000;
Zeeland died in a local rest
medical staff and the deputy Frank Komrack, 149 West Beyerwyk, contractor. home Tuesday following a
Points 'hm' Eseh (MI' Allison (M| Marilee Niehoer, Terry Bosma,
24th St., aluminum trim,
^ Beckman.
. .......
........
loo butterfly—Vande Water
htu' great-grandchildren,city
Gary
99 ..
East
38th lingering illness.
Scott (M). Japsma (M). Time 1:14.2. Pj-ojA Bosma Jil and Allison
The board is consideringlease , Norandex Aluminum, con- St., addition to house, $1,500;
She was a member of First
100 freestyle—Kooyers (HI,
J" an(1 AlllSOn
of new radiology equipment for
self, contractor.
Reformed Church, Zeeland and
werp (Mi, Jackson(M). Bcziiie(Hi. Beekman, Debbie and Denny
Rogers (HI. Time
.
n.amography in which Xerox. .Ed Vos, 200 East Eighth St.. James Darrow, 1275 South its Ladies Aid Society. Her
500 freestyle—Ming (H). Keller Dick and Steve Lemmen.
equipment could nrovide more
’ Holland Sign Co- Shore D'V aluminum siding, husband died six years ago.
(M). Pare (Ml. Time 7:28.!).
Unable to attend were Mr. and j
, n. ,ia
proviae tmore
$1,600; self,
Surviving are a daughter
100 backstroke— Van Krimpen (Hi.
Heimink (Hi. Conapd (Mi, De Mrs. Larry Kender, Mickey and detailed information to detect Vetpo Distribution, 964 Doug Ritesma, 556 College, Mrs. Ivan (Glayds) Hartgerink
Graves (M). Time 1:12.6. i
.
grov'hs in the female breast.] Washington, partitions - pane- , addition to garage, $250: self. of Zeeland; a granddaughter.
100 breaststroke—Barkei (Hi. Den Danny from Arkansas, C a
Herder (H). Doherty <H), Gainer
Tb
proposal was tabled until ling, $1,000; self, contractor.
Mrs. Elmer' (Marlene) Veldheer
Lemmen, Linda Banger, Nelson
(M), Sprinkle (Ml. Time 1:18.3.
next meeting. This work cur-, Antonio Solo, 160 West 19th Dave Wehrmeyer,85 Tim-, of Grandville and a great
400 freestyle relay - Holland Bosnia, Glen Beekman and Judy
(LiRhtfoot,Westrate, Van
J renlly is done by Conventionalj St., repair front porch, $200; j befwood Lane, addition, $8,000; g r a n d d a u g r t e r Kristine
Den Herder). Time 1.3U.7.
Banger from New Mexico.
sell,
I Fred Jacobs, contractor.
Veldheer.

<M>’

collided Tuesday at 4:23 p.m.

Someone

H u Is
761
Goldenrod,fireplace in living receiver,$350; electronicitems
valued at $75 and 800 assorted
room. $500; Don Rietman,conalbums, $3,200 and 400 eight •
tractor.
track tapes valued at $1,840.
in which specific procedures are
R. De Witt, 132 West 37th
defined. They include
----- detailed
---------Fourteen persons applied for St., panel basement room,
steps for such cases as cardiacs | building permits this week with $1,000;Don Rietman, conH.
and diabetes which go to a City BuildingInspector Jack tractor.
screening committee and even- 1 Langfeldt totaling $24,928. They
Andrew Naber, 812 Central
at
tually to the board for approval,j follow:
Ave., enclose side porch, $500;

For Building

TSC

i

—

Hospital Board

Is

-

j

j

Rog

attorney.

(Hi,

$900;

Ant-r1^

1:02.7
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contractor.
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contractor.
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contractor.
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Krimpen, x-ray.
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contractor.
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TO STATE

—

Holland Christian'sgirls' tennis team
tournament
Friday and Saturday at Kalamazoo. Kneeling (left to
right) are Sally Slenk, Lynn Jonker and Brenda Martinie.
Standing: Cheryl Kale, Audrey Bruinsmaand Cheryl Hofman. Jonker defeated Bruinsma for the regional singles
championshipwhile Martinie-Hofmandefeated Slenk-Kole
for doubles honors. Christian easily won the Regional team
is sending these six girls to the state Class B

title with 23

points

(Sentinel photo)
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By C. P. Dame
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The

The annual Fall Missionary
Conference,Holland Classical
Un n, Reformed Church In
America, was held Thursday at
Bethel Reformed Church. The

truths contained in the

Book of Proverbsof the Bible
are just as valid as the day
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Former Holland Students
Play In College Bands

Becomes Bride

Saginaw

State

1

and

arta

•r.eisr’

*

•*

“

husband has just returned from Performing in the MSU band Mr- and Mrs. William Phalin
Japan after spending 22 years in are tuba player Steve Bonnette, °f Dallas, Texas, former Holmissionary service there. Offer- son of Mr. ' and Mrs. Gleon ,and residents,a flutist in the
tory prayer was by Mrs. Come- Bonnette, 200 West 12th St.; University of Texas band; corlius Van Heest, secretaryof flutist Lynn Price, daughter of netb»t-s Scott Greving, son of
spiritual life of the Holland Mr. and Mrs. William Price, 629 Mr- and Mrs. Melvin Greving,
Union. The offerings for the con- Concord Drive, and trombonist
^aS5:ar,and Scot! Kimber.
ference are designated for the Michael Wesseldyk, son of Mr. son of Mr. and Mrs. Donald
ABCs of Mission— Annville,Ky., land Mrs. Albert Wesseldyk, 1742 Kimber. L»70 East llth St., in the
Brewton, Ala., and Church Cen- South Shore Drive, all fresh Ferris State College hand at
Big Rapids and tuba player
ters.
men.
Mike Reid. son of Mr. and Mrs.
The speaker for the evening
, „ , Performing in the U of . M
R. W. Reid, 894 East 10th St.
the Rev.

do^not^always show^common T^omas Vanden Heuvel with The bride is the daughterof
hi lfIrs-,Roberl Bar€man or8anisl|Mr. and Mrs. James Franks of;
man puts his for tlle even]ng ceremony and Saginaw, formerly of Holland.
The Los Angeles City Coun- knowledge to good use.
?aug0in0aw’ forme,r,ly of Hof,,aJldIs recent decision to is more precious
orecious than silver and
‘
il,00nl, ls die son of Mr.
cil's
and Mrs. Kenneth Vasold.
fluoridatethat city’s water gold for it teaches how to hansupply is a significantadvance die life’s valuables aright. Parenls of the couple are Mr.
Mrs. Stephen Todd was
u —
.........
-JeSometimes
.....
u. —
. ... be_ and Mrs. Klaas Holwerda,391 matron of honor with Mrs. Keith
because,
as one medical writer
blessings
can
put it, this “marks the end of come
Wildwood Dr., and Mr. and Jenkins, Mrs. Ted Tackebury,
an eight - year struggle against III. Self-discipline pays
f layl°n Bakker, 14!i<2 sister of the groom, and Miss
misinformationand hysteria." “A soft answer turneth away
Susan Franks as bridesmaids.
Misinformationhas been the wrath." The angry person loses The bride wore a floor-lengthMichael Colladay was best man
name of the game played when he replies with sharp A-line gown featuring a bib and groomsmen were Steven and
throughout the country by anti words which make tempers hot. front with high neckline and long Brian ranks, brothers of < h e
.
innicic Happily,
Uormiiu tHm,
- finnririai
fluoridationists.
they A tongue revealsa lot. The wise sleeves accented with mantilla bride, Jerry Alles, Watson Smith
Miss Jill E. Pennell
person “useth knowledge lace. Her chapel veil was ac
ff3’’'
are losing the battle.
The medical writer cited is aright" but “stupid men talk rented with mantilla lace and A reception was held in
1 ennc|1- 0 11 1 n
Julian De Vries, whose column nonsense." God is not in- she carried a bouquet of red church Fellowship
Washington, announces the en-
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cogently sum up the rationale
for fluoridationwhich

medical
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groups have been stating for \A/nmPn
years. In opposition one finds vvul l Icfl
unsubstantiated reports, emotional outcries, and a notable
lack of scientific data.
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Scott Laarmen was the best
man and Dave Roberts. Kurt

fhrkt Mpmnrinl

Nienhuis and Jack Viersen were;
groomsmen. Seating the guests
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dis-

is not harmful

treatment their water sup- MrsMEd

Women's Resource Center
kinds

India.
Wesleyan

VU lOuOy
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Youth Work At

members of the W

o

m

w

It Ruth Van Kampcn. Hope
Reformed , College representative on the
Church in America members Women's Resource Center
and agencies. It will sell, for Board of Directors and a
$.3,50 The cost of producing the member of the Holland Area
record is $1.50. The Reformed Chapter of the National
Reformed Church Women.

a n'.s I

Christian Temperance 1 mon at
her home Fnoay afternoon for
their monthly meeting.
devotionalperM was m charge
of the Rev. and Mrs. Jacob

The

resume their educations.
Locally, the Women’ s
Resource Center is helping to
sponsor a “Women and Work"

features selections by

conference scheduled Oct. 26 in
the Holland High School West
Mr? inhn
£hufch Women receive *1 and I Organization for Women, ad- Unit. Workshops and panel
Mrs. John Wolbert acquainted
fU j1 Project Philip receives $1. This!
a ma uicoovu
dressed uir
the lUlai
local ^IUU|)
group dl
at a discussionsare designed to
iv propill*

• ..

d
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•

pastor.
A

j

._
_____

AmOteiir Rooio
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1

Uu nOS ElGCtiOH

Club held a dinner

Thm-^

m

organization.
AnflUO DifinPr
Mrs. AA^MUU, Umner

chapter as a “Fruitful Union.",
Lamse8^8^33^and ^a’1-v Viersen and Mike Middle- been a resident of Zeeland for Mr? Boema^ informed o^swial 1

sian.

DownriverNOW and Battle
Creek NOW. Chris Lohman
gave a brief history of So-

meeting

plies should do so without delay

for the sake of their residents'

J.H.VanLente's
Sister Dies

----

and introduced Jan Me Laugh- State College and

ts 2n as

af90

1

1

—

Funeral their lives and how He has
services were held at 2:30 p.m. fiiven them “inner beauty."
at the Gorsline-Runciman
East A style show followed with
Chapel, for Mrs. Richard (Nellie Mrs. Johh Whittle as narrator
F.) De Zeeuw, 90, of Okemos. and Mrs. George Kraft at the
who died here
piano. Modeling fashions from
Dr. Wallace Robertson offi- Du Mez, Moor Shoes, The Pickciated and burial was to be in et Fence. The Staircaseand
Deepdale Memorial
Mr. Guy were Mrs. Albert AlMrs. De Zeeuw had been
Mrs. William Boyer, Mrs.
resident of East Lansing
Mrs. Mich1908 and was a member of a, Callahan, Mrs Virginia
Peoples Church, the Faculty Gearhart, Mrs. Terry Hofmeyer
Bruce Himebaugh,
Folk Club and Gold Star Moth- Mrs- Rp,,~>
u,~',Ko,,rtK Mrs.
ers Her husband died in 1953 Ed Lamse. Mrs. Richard Ryand a son. Jack A. died in zenga, Mrs. Phillip Toppen, Mrs.
Dennis Van Haitsma and PasWorld War II.
tors Ronald Beyer and Don
Surviving are a brother. J.
Hockstra.
Henry Van Lente of Holland;
Co-chairmen for the event
two sons. Donald J. of Okemos
were Mrs. John Dillbeck and

employed The

srsr a jya ; a

meaning of having Christ in Allendale Heating

EAST LANSING

is

Co.

me!

children and grandchil-

atawaai
evening

--

r.narr s

—

Boerman. 25 Cherry

Saturday

-

-

a£is
S. sis'
past year.

Among the

In 2

Fiospitols

!

Linda Visscher. president, explained the need for a telephone
tree to contact individualswho
have expressedan interest in
1 the local NOW chapter and will
1

Ms. Visscher also named Rose
Kowalke and Lin Klungle to
work with her in preparing an
informationaltable at the
“Women and Work" conference

This system serves and is
designed for national as well
as local emergency communications and also as' a day
by day communicationsmedia

and appointed Gail Hibbard and
Anna Clark program committee
chairperson.
Holland Area

This system figured heavily

";iuiam Vanderbilt while
the style show was chaired by

;

Mrs. Himebaugh and Mrs.
Barry Werkman. Ticket sales

Mrs. Joe Reed and Mrs.
M’jack Lamb were hostesseswith

Seven births were reported Mrs. Dick Doedcni Mrs> Russ
during the weekend from De Vette, Mrs. William De
Houand and Zeeland Hospitals. Vries. Mrs. Claude Klein. Mrs.
Born in Holland Hospital on jack pynbrandt and Mrs. Gor.^unday, Oct. 13 was a
Cunningham serving on
Travis James, to Mr. and Mrs. niejr committee
James Allen, route 3, Box
Allegan; a daughter, Norma
Linda, born to Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton School
|

206, ___ ___

-

7854 HAMILTON
Funds for a
120th Ave.;
son. Jeffrey 450-foot fence at the Hamilton
William, born today. Oct. 14 to ElementarySchool which would
Mr. and Mrs. William DeFeyter, border the M-40 side of the
1671 Waukazoo
school were approved by the
Hospital births Hamilton School board at the
include a son. David Lee, born meeting Monday night.
Friday, Oct. 11 to Mr. and Mrs. Dale Folkert of the Hamilton
Steen wyk. 4530 Elementary Parent Teacher
Ransom St., Hudsonville;a Council proposed to the board
daughter, Dawn N., born that the council would install
Sunday, Oct. 13 to Mr. and Mrs. the fence if funds were appro
Wesley Kremers, 3442 Oak St., priated for the materials.
Hudsonville; a daughter, Maria Also adopted at the meeting
Leticia, born Sunday, Oct. 13 was a job description for the
to Mr. and Mrs. Manuel Lopez, three teaching principalsin the
P. 0. Box 47,
, school district.
Mrs. Leverne Baumann.

ManieBolles, 79
Dies

A car operated bv Michael
Jay Wolters, 18, of 208 Cypress,
eastboundon Eighth St., went
out of control and ran off fte
left side of the road hitting

Allegan

ALLEGAN — Manie Bolles,

a

79. of Glenn (route 1. Fennville) died Monday in the Alle-

Dr.
Zeeland

gan County Medical Facility.

He was a member
I

of

the

Casco United Methodist Church.

Surviving are his wife.

Benjamin

Hamilton.

in

Bessie; two brothers. Floyd of

Glenn and R. Z. Bolles of
; Ganges; three sisters, Mrs.
! Louis (Clara) Kamps of Coop|

LONELY AND UNLOVED -

This old red

brick schoolhouse, abandoned

many

years

ago through reorganization of school districts, appears forlorn today in an autumn
setting.It is located on 56th St (Lincoln

Ave ) at 138th St. a mile north of East
Saugatuck Its belfry is crumblingand its
bell gone. Yet, it hod a prestige of its own
in the good old days. It was a two-room red
brick school, not a one-room school.
(Sentinel photo by Mark Copier)

!

ersville,

Mrs. V. K. (Iva) Orr

of Lacota and Mrs.

Clem

.(Jayne) Jorgensen of Sauga!

tuck.

—

At 5:21 p.m. Thursday vehicles
driven by Henry Kleinheksel,61,
105 East 39th St., and Wayne
Herscheel Zoerhof, 36, of route
5 collided. The Kleinheksel car
was heading west on 39th St.
and the Zoerhof car was south
on Columbia Ave.

countries.

Board Holds Meet

Recent

Accidents

_

Roel Moreno. 5837 Lakeland Dr.;
Fennville; a son, Daniel Kurtis,
born Monday, Oct. 14 to Mr. and

will hold

its next

—

After the business meeting,
Mrs. Glenn Timmcr, wife of the
local Civil Defense Director,
showed slides of her recent trip
to the Netherlands and adjacent

son,

NOW

meeting Monday. Orl.
21. at 6 p.m. in the Red Cross
i Office. 89 West llth St.
i

in the recent Civil Defence
emergency readiness exercise
including hospitals in Ottawa
and Kent Counties.Basic equipment is also installedin the
local Red Cross headquarters to
handle emergency traffic should
the need occur.

were in charge of Mrs. Victor
Wennink

prepare call assignments for
distribution at a future meeting.

throughout Ottawa, Allegan,
Muskegon and Kent Counties.

using low power.

^

Births

Creek.

many

achievements was the installationof a radio repeater
system located in Zeeland that
is capable of picking up one
watt signals from mobile,
walkie-talkieand base stations,
and re-transmittingthem
1

journer Truth. Born a slave, Sojourner was 46 years old when
she felt called by the Lord to
sojourn the land to speak the
truth to her people.Taking the
symbolic name of Sojourner
Truth, she was an outspoken
abolitionist and feminist who is

perhaps best rememberedfor
her famous "Ain’t 1 a Woman?"
speech in 1851. She is buried
in Oakhill Cemetery, Battle

Comstock, Ned Joldersma and
Doug Elzinga were commended
for their leadership during the

a
since

List 7

d

•

Park.

three great-grandchildren.

,T

-irea5urer
The yretiring
officers E

Friday.

YCasixH3rlUMdren Vand

j

ISP ISiilllil
Wolbert. dem

well-being.

^

Central Wpcievan If °ne Way in whi.ch the women recent meeting in the Red Cross vifk insights for area women
activitiesat Central Wesleyan hope to meet their goal
who are thinking of returning
Office.
Church, emphasizing the musical j Rev. De Vries spoke and later
The
Center was originated to work, who are already
aspects of the program as they showed slides depicting the
and brought to fruition by employed, or who are at the
relate to Birt Hilson, assistant great needs in India,
several industriouswomen who initial stage of making career
to the
The meeting was closee by
and educationaldecisions.
Mrs.
V. Kooycrs pres,- singing lhe Doxologv and ha e since received support The Women’s Resource
from
nine
area
colleges
and
dent, presided over the business prayer
Center is located at 2 2 6
universitiesas well as groups
meeting. A silver cup will
’
and individualsthroughout the Bostwick. N.E., Grand Rapids,
; taken to the district convention
.
and is open Mondays from 9
area
to be held in Ludington on Oct.
Volunteers,who form the a m. to 8 pm. and Tuesdays
achievedtnrougn
through ^-i i .
22. This
mis was acmevea
r,
through Fridays from 9 a m.
backbone
the efforts of Miss Bauhahn who Cl
nHl'R,,m,eof the
ine Center
uemer staff,
........ -“ ------ “ “',,,
secured six new members for
undergo a rigoroustraining pro- 0 ‘ P m
John Klomp
the
At
sram be^ore ^ey begin working In preparation (or the tribute
Monday marked the 90th birth- A citation was read by
.....
* to Sojourner
SojournerTruth
Truth sponsored
sDon.so.ec
Saturday in Battle Creek by
ay of John Klomp. 315 Colonial
B. Lemmen, qualifyingthe local The Holland Amateur Radio
I

fluoridation

NOWTold About Operation

Of

be|

were Doug Bakker and Frank

and

Mark

,B

jxi

who

observations because they

largest is their share in Project

Of

i

f°r h‘‘S f,f'h consecutlve in the Central Michigan University band at Mt. Pleasant.

tributionof two million scripture portions in the land of
Rd.
The Women's Resource with women who seek primarily
India. Rev. De Vries is personally involved ...
in r._
planning
.......
and Center has entered its second three
of counsel] implementing
the program and .veai' operation in Grand ing - personal, hack to school
Told
gave a first hand report on Rapids and is actively con- and employment. The Center
what the ministry will mean in tinuing to fulfilliLs purpose of also offers
variety o f
providing information and personalityand aptitude testing
In order to raise money for counseling to women in nine and has a scholarshipprogram
Central
this project a record has’ been Western Michigancounties,in- for
‘
women over 25 years of
Miss Irene Bauhahn greeted ; produced exclusively for the eluding Ottawa County,
age who wish to begin or

j

deafness."

Home^ble^eague5 banfl

Philip, the production

matron

James.

World

j

Hall.

appears in the Arizona Republic
in Phoenix. Instead of being
harmful to human health as the
opposition claims, he tells us. Recall some words which ap- Attendingher sister as
“adding fluoride to drinking pear about the tongue in the of honor was Mrs. Dale Thco- •
dore with another sister. Mrs.
water in areas in which it does Epistle of
The last passage of the text Frank Van Veelen, and the ,
not naturally occur, or occurs
in insignificant quantities,has refers to one of the nation’s groom's sisters, Miss Rozlyn IS
been shown by careful scientific great problems, that o f Bakker and Miss Hope Ann Bakstudies to be beneficial. It alcoholism.Daily we read about ker as bridesmaids.
__________
reduces the incidenceof
dental the accidents on our highways They wore empire gowns havdecay, especially in children, ! *n which liquor played a big tog white bodices trimmed in
and strengthensbones made Part- “Be not among wine- red, chiffon sleeves and red
brittle and fragile by old age. | bibbers” is superb counsel for chiffon skirts with ruffles on
In addition,in some cases in ibis age of permissiveness.| tbe hemlines. Their white picwhich the three small bones Some are eager to obtain the tu|e hats were trimmed with
behind the eardrum become wisdom of this world. The Bible red ribbon and they carried assoft, causing hearing loss, speaks of heavenly wisdom i sorted red and white flowers,
fluoridation has halted the revealed in Jesus Christ
Junior bride end groom were
softening process, thus preven- 1 came here, died for mankind l'ena Baumman and Steven
ting total
and rose again so that men may Theodore. The bride's personal
attendant was Miss
Cathie
We offer Dr. D e V r i e s ’ have eternal
*• -

t

The year 1975 is the Centenniai S€ason is tr°mbonisl
Year for Reformed Church Women with many projects and
celebrationsunderway, but the

I-

anH

^

j

—

^
curses.
well.

.

1

S
.......

!

-.1

-

BAND PARTICIPANTS
Three Holland High School
graduatesparticipated in the Michigan State University
band at Ann Arbor Saturdy. Top row (left to right) are
Steve Bonnette and Mike Wesseldyke and bottom row (left
to right) are Lynn Price and Judy Phalin, who is in the
Universityof Texas band.

man and Mrs. John Kleis,
announced.
The parents arc Mr. and Mrs. accompanied by Mrs. James
Mrs. Herbert Vasold
Gerard Wiggers of Coloma and Bosch. Their numbers were “If
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Nyhof, That Isn't Love" and “Lovest
Thou Me."
4540 112th Ave.
Miss Wiggers is attending The new officersare presiMoody Bible Institute.
dent, Mrs. Darrell Franken;
secretary of education,Mrs.
Myron Van Ark; corresponding
In
Rites
Mrs.
Michael
John
Bakker
mind and soul. When Vice PresiFour Holland High School | Zingle. son of Mr. and Mrs.
secretary, Mrs. Donald Piers(Van Putten photo)
dent Ford was sworn in as PresHopevale Memorial Baptist
ma,
were installedby Mrs. graduates participated in the Richard Zingle.15 East 33rd St.
ident he put his finger upon ProOther Holland High graduates
United in marriageFriday in Church in Saginaw was the
Donald Walchenbach,synodical Michigan - Michigan
verbs 3:5. 6.
'..ou.vam, from
..un. ui
am. na^iua.
consultant,
Grand
Rapids. University football game in Ann participating in college
it Wicrinm ic uab.aKU rh0 Central Avenue CliristienRe- setting for the Saturday wedding
Devotions were given by Mrs. j Arbor Saturday as members of university bands this year inGlenn Bruggers who with her tbe U of M and MSU bands, elude Judy Phalin. daughter of
“

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One year, 17.00; six months.

if

conducted hy Mrs. M.
Eugene Osterhaven,president.
Organist was Mrs. Myron
Becksvoortand music was by
the “Living Joy Trio” from
Miss Janice Kay Wiggers
Central Park Reformed Church,
The engagement of Jan consistingof Mrs. Kenneth
Wiggers to Jim Nyhof has been Strengholt,Mrs. Clarence Maat-

I

such advertising shall have been word, all, note,
obtained by advertiserand returned T0ftav manv m.aiVP cP|f ,.nn
by him in time for corrections with , 1 y m,ny PiabC seil-tonauch errors or correctionsnoted fldence. “In all thy ways
Plainly thereon; and in such case acknowledge Him" turn the
if any error so noted is not correeled, publishers liability shall not TOWO upward.
are t 0
exceed such a portion of the acknowledgeGod nol at time
entire cost of such advertisementuu[ a|wavs npvpr ln fpp|
as the space occupied by the error uu‘ a‘"‘V5- newr .l0 ,eei 30
bears to the whole space occupied SClf-SUfflCient3S to ignore God.
by such advertisement
This prescription is~ excellent
and promotes health of body,
#4

vice

presidentof the Union.
The meeting after the dinner

follow. Faith in

392.2311

Christ

Anew.” Dinner was served by
the women of Bethel Church un-

I. Trusting God benefits. The
lesson points us to several
passages of Proverbs. The first
; word is “trust” and then the
words, “in the Lord with all

4

DeVries

Wedding Vows

TALL CORN - Mrs. Donald
Lee of 835 Paw Paw Dr.,
stands next to a stalk of
corn that grew more than
14 feet from a strain of
Peruvian corn. The seeds,
about (he size of a dime,
were given away by radio
stationWHTC as part of a
spring planting promotion
and were said to grow ten
to 20 feet tall. The corn
docs not produce ears of
corn. Station personnel said
this was the tallest corn
stalk they have heard about.

three mailboxes before spinning

around and hitting a home of
Helene Vander Veere, 787 East
Eighth St., at .3:24 a.m. today.

Damage was estimated at
$1,000.

Larry Martinez. 30, of route I,

Hamilton, sustained minor injuries when the tanker truck he
was driving north along 120th
Ave. went out of controlat 6:10

p.m. Saturday. One of the two
tanker trailers overturned while
the cab and the second trailer
I

remained upright.
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Wolverines Streak

On

Enrollment

by Leo Mortonosi

Dips

ilike this, it’s a big win. Michi-

ANN ARBOR —

Nudity isn’t gan State is a good team and
allowed on the football field don’t you forget that. They're
but there’s some streakinggoing going to win a lot of games bean in the Michigan program that fore the year is over.”
Wolverine supporters would like Six members of the Wolverines
City Council Wednesday night

new

processeda large number of
items coveringa wide range
of activities.

Hob
bid
8

made

Inc for

il

spoke about how

In

Schools

important
Offiicial enrollment in Holland
public schools totals 5,133 as of
the fourth Friday in September
the Board of Education was informed at its monthly meeting

*'ve viclories in Je-sus chirsl is lo them-

row this past weeke,ld here Starting fullback Chuck Heater
and,wel..slraighlwin,s over offered,“Many thousands of
annroveH hv
nvaI M,chigan State University people saw us out there today
by ‘akin* a rather dull 21-7 But probably most viewed us as
rmmrii K
only footballplayers. But the Monday night in Lakeview
hid of Tpnnani rwn
This was ll,e 67<h moving scope of our lives extends be- School.
sweeninp mJhin. k SmaJ belween the two rivals with yond just football. Myself, along The total is 157 down from
in thl an
6 0 T u?fd Michigan holding a command- with many members of our last year's total of 5.290, or a
ct.nnt
,t0Wn, 81 ea ^ . ^ ing 42 20-5 advantage. However, football team have to some to 2.9 per cent reduction.Enroll
ioc DeP u ment
°' since 1950, the Spartanshave the realization in our lives that ment has been on the decline
i
fjrurc,ase wl ^ ^minced won 14, lost 9 and tied two of Jesus Christ is the answer to every year since 1970.
y leoeral revenue sharing the annual showdowns. the contemporary issues of Even so, Supt. Donald H.
;
Michigan's Coach Bo Schem- life, as well as our own personal Ihrman pointed out, the kindergarten enrollment of 368 this
Council set Nov. 7 as date bechler said to a large group of concerns.”
of a public hearing on an or- writers after the game, “I did I’ve seen in
life year is 12 higher than last
dinance to rezone property for a bad job of coachingin the that Christ can deal with my year.
Enrollment by schools follows:
Birchwood Manor Nursing second half. We should have identityproblem of ‘‘Who Am
Home on West 32nd
done better offensively but 1 I? and “What is life all Federal, 108: Harrington, 267;
Holland Heights, 179; Jefferson,
This ordinance was received tr'ed lo get too fancy instead about?”
for first reading,along with of running right at them. I'll "Christ has put meaning into 342; Lakeview, 321; Lincoln,
ordinances for the Michigan take the blame for that. It my life because he has re 263; Longfellow,359; Maplewood, 205; Montello Park, 141;
Constructioncode, fee schedule wasn t tbe kids’
established that relationship with

land

y
low*

of

$35,011,27 with 12 trade-inswas

Piiv wJ

Mayor Lou Hallacy appointed
Jerry Hedeker, 1195 Euna Vista,
presidentof Peoples State Bank,
to the Hospital Board to fill the
unexpired term of Robert Van
Zanten.

SvniX

oic«

i

^

meeting Thursday,Nov. 7,
instead of the previous day

°n

decision.

•

h

Council scheduled its next

!

.

h

und8,

because of heavy work in City
Hall in the Nov. 5 election.

On

continue.

to see

police

vehiclesfrom Ver Hage of

i

a Bit

j

the matter of removing

my

1

parking meters on three spaces
on the north side of Eighth St.
east of College Ave., a matter
which had been tabled for 45
days, Council rejected a city

St.

manager recommendation to
remove the meters. As an

PURIFIED

alternative,reinstating meters
on the east side of College north
of Eighth St. was suggested,
The manager’s report also listed
possibilities of making Eighth
St. one-way east from Columbia
to College and cuttingback the
sidewalk at a cost of $2,520.

WATER

— A

ten-year-old

boy

construct. Mosher is one of approximately

drinks pure water piped into his Kenyan vil- 200 Peace Corps volunteers (most of

whom

fault."

Van Raalte, 276; Washington,
served when I
and sign permits. A city man- Coach Denny stolz commented, turned away from Him and de- 298; total elementary, 2,759.
Junior High, 1.272; Senior
ager report stated that the state ’ We were had fundamentally, cided to live life for myself."
High.
1,102; grand total a 1 1
worker from Holland helped engineer
(U.S. Information Bureau photos)
legislaturein July of 1972 had We had four or five bad P,ay-S “ 1 final,y realized that Christ
schools,5.133.
created a commission to revise thal 0081 u,s lhe Bame in the has paid the penalty of death
Enrollment by grades; kindera state construction code, and flrsl half
n!y seliisJh atti(ude-1 saw
garten, 366; first, ,357; second,
the new code becomes effec- ‘ We came (,ul in the second [bat 1 needed to accept what
397; third, 353; fourth, 376; fifth,
i tive Nov. 6, 1974 Cities have a
half playing for one big break,” Christ had done on my behalf
424; sixth. 421; seventh, 430;
Council declined
VFW
choice of passing a local or- added lhe ex’Alma College and f^e my life back to God.
eighth, .338; ninth, 41.3; tenth,
request to endorse Proposal B
dinance to administer and engenuine sa .f 405; eleventh.361; twelfth, .311;
on Vietnam veterans bonus in
force the state code or select He continued,"We wanted to 'U /0an||an(.i,i1U£l,ning
'J1 mJ le special ed, 129.
the belief such decisionsshould
another
recognized
model
buildscore
in
the
third
period
and
“an
He
created
be*’
The board approved three staff
be made by the electorate.
i mg code. Inasmuch as the city lbat would have put us back in
nla^eTs tha^ spoke appointments as follows; Helen
Council granted licenses to the
has followed the BOCA basic
Z*™- • thought our defense c josusChristwere Kurt Brockmeier.
Occidental
Ottagan AlcoholicRehabilitation
By Ann Hungerford whole purpose of the P e a c e i respect from the time of his build!nScode, only a few minor did an excellentjob, especially Kampc a defensive back from College,nine years’ experience,
to solicit funds Oct. 29 to Nov.
revisions are
He ‘S 3 81631 hal1 Defiance, Ohio, running back half-day kindergarten at Har20 n..u
and to ^,CI111.
Seventh wav
Day m.vr..u.v
Adventist simpl_>\ he Just didn', want 1 ^ ^S’ v0sher says- Q11^^ arrivalin the
Church to solicit funds Nov. 2 a 9 10 5
citizens are trained to F0r recreation Dave has at- _ ,ran8®r .f
1974 tavPrn p
Rob Lytle from Fremont. Ohio rington;Alan Folkert. BS Westthrough Dec.
So David Mosher of Holland mai.n am or constructn e w > tenfj€(jwitoh doctor ceremonies
^us,ness
pbe Spartans are a much im- quarterback Jeff Spahn of ern Michigan University,no experience.high school woodshop;
A petitionreauestine traffir j,,ined the Peace Corps, took pr0^c’ s and most jobs are which have extended late into
'‘'ast Eighth St. from George proved team from last year and Steubenville,Ohio, guard Kirk
signs M 29th Strand W^ash nfiton a cra-sh course in Swahili and 0P®n. to c0,nPeld,.°n,
the night. The tribe to which ?urch to Precision Pettifoggery Bo was very happy with the Lewis of Garden City and Bob Ronald Joo.stberns, BA Western
Ave. was referred to the ( itv Pul his civil engineering degree nrt l\as '',| V dlfflcu ^xplai.n' he is affiliated is considered one lnc-. was
Wood who hails from London, Michigan, one year experience,
manager for studv and renort 10 £ood use in Kenya, Africa. !ng w 1a Kenva Is „real y 1 j of the best musically in t h e .,A Cl.ty manager report
Said Schembechler, "Any- Ohio. Heater is from Tiffin. Fell Junior High social studies.

a

lage from a centralized water treatment are nurses and teachers)
facility which David Mosher, Peace Corps East Africa

Kenya
David Mosher Back

and Work

Life

A

men,or-

1

Now

Liquor Control Commission

*

™

he's home for
be 8 home for

fT

a
a

BA

al

approved.

24th
r

few ^ ever| my Paienls> Mr. and nation and is frequentlyrequest- the traffic and parking situationtime you win
few Mrs. E(j Mosher, 38 West 28th pd bv the country's nresiden at Holland Hospital on
<

-

an emotional game Ohio.

Ave.,'
YAAC A

Red)dm0npanlaPcPl,Call?n
rn Ken^ rthi dnyenagrh,S y ?U Dave says." But they came Mzee Jomo Kenvatta, to play ai and 26th Sts., and Maple
A
Rcdders Party Store nc for Ken>a a
or a visit last October and nowjvarious
revealed most of the problems
transferof ownership of a 1974- The Peace Corps gave me they
1 on 24th St
and the renort 1 v
75 licensedbusiness at 217 East opportunities and responsibilities ‘‘Most people have the wrong A d 5", jy!h®fcoun^y fuffers | stated more’ signs are needed v A /• 1
Eighth St. from Harriet De 1 never would have had working Impression of the country; it’s u.®™ bia"£e Paym*nts Prj- a|ong wjth
\A/l
Wilde estate, William De Wilde for a big engineeringcompany,” really been developed. ' Mosher ^T’ ^?ve says' bllt 18 w0Fk’
8 on V V
1a 1

^ ytar-

understand.

functl0ns
„

1

a,ri

1
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A letter from Warner, Nor
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that Mrs. Peter Van Domelen
will contest the special assessment on her property on Old
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treatment plant near the
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Orchard Rd. The communication was referred to the city
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Personnel Director Gardner
Wierenga said this completes
the staff except for one social

-
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curbs
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A recommendationwas ap
proved for a minor revision in

7

substitute teacher pay policy for

C

executor and Robert De Wilde the ZVyear-old Holland Christian says. "It has good roads, big !!ILil!!V,1'uLn;(lcSeVu ?owing The renort coineidPd with a
lourism
,ne reP°rl
coincided with
By Helen
nartner was t-pfprrpd
iKp High
Hich School graduate
eradiialpexnlains
pxnlains cities
rities electricik
p|pptru-itv lelenh’nnes
tpionhnnac
m with
"ith its world
world famous
famous ____
•
partner,
referred in
to the
city manager for study and He's the fast _____
_..r. radio’ and telemion
...... ... .....
___
Peace Corps
stations,’
parks and r.es.°hrtTa^eas j Komafek tTwest^th^sf
r°l€
,YMCA in AverV
ion volunteer
and the
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J developing
leadership was i
report.
communication
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God which was

losers dressing room
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win.
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job.

22.
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to work in Kenya,

demolition

and

Lure
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for buildingpermits,

junior high teachers now based
on a six - period day insteadof
a seven-period day.
Attention was called to an
open house Oct. 21 from .3 to
8 p.m. at the REMC region 7
media center in the old Maplewood school at 101 West 48th
St. This center stocks supplies
for Ottawa Area Intermediate

,

D.

i *

Baker

in

Sonoreduy
u
McfTtbcfS

United KlWQfllS

sr"’'

"

Hallacy said he had discussed Grede spoke at a luncheon
the parking situationwith the for local business, professional
HospitalBoard the previous and civic leaders at the
day. and expectedsome plans Macatawa Bay Yacht Club,

landr?ver

fish

wSetS to a

district.

Curriculum Director Philip
Schoo outlined a new social
studies program designed at a

would be forthcomingnext YMCA board member Ed
summer conference of local inbachelorapartment and month to improve the situation. Goebel presided at the luncheon
structors,listing philosophy beSlightlycritical of the
engineer's salary in the
Council accepted the offer of and Charles R. Sligh, a member
tion to post No Parking at Any
hind the choices, course
Hope College for curved glass of the association committee,
Time signs on the north side of
materials,and course selections
ing capitalism and materialism 1 r,? 3 f laaei r
4flth St. from Waverly Rd. to
or. istory, government and
in the country, Mosher com- unn ' H° aLiea7 a?ne . °T?er irom Marigold Lodge green- introduced Grede, whom he
ments tiiat many workers in. ,c,s|denI 1,55 WOI‘th a houses for Windmill Island,described as a tireless worker
electives.
the east city limits was postvalued at about
for YMCA beginning in his
poned to the next meeting.
The board approved tuition
stead of spending their increas- 1 moie _________
A hearing will be held at home town of Milwaukee, where
Council approved an assessrates of $272.05for elementary
ing salaries for better dietary
,
next Council meeting on a he spearheadeda $3.5 million
students and $316.74 for seconment of $4.27 per front foot for
supplements will save money to
water main in
16th St.
to capital
improvementfund
drive
dary students. Only a few stuwater service in a section of
purchase material items
- East
— .......
- ......
r.— .....
_____
Country Club Rd. The Board of
as
Admitted to Holland Hospital service the Tuls property east in 1947, which was tile largest
dents living outside Holland
I "The people are losing track Monday were Augusta Wyn-|°f Fairbanks
successful drive by a single
school district are affected. The
Public Works had installeda
rates are slightly under last
loop in an area there to avoid
of living naturally,"Mosher garden. 1055 Lincoln;
A letter from Keith Ditch of organizationin the city’s history,
sums up, “because they are Veeder, 73 East Ninth St.; | Model Drug Store extended From there, Grede went on to
year, based on changing forfuture tearing up of a new road.
mulas, mainly valuationper
The work was financed by the
imitating Western ways as much Florence Conant, 1801 Ottawa thanks and congratulationsto become national YMCA
pupil.
as they can. But they are also Beach Rd.; Janet Nyland, 4411 Council for its progressive president at the same time that
BPW which establishedthe fee
Transfer of $2,800 to t h e
on a cost basis.
suffering the burdens of A64th Ave.; Michael Brett action and continuing support he was president of the
Greater Holland Foundation was
By a 5-3 vote, Council denied
' modernization such as crime, Tan Wieren, 8 South 160th Ave.; of the
National Association of
approved for a therapy pool for
h inflation and pollution. Yet they Robert Fiekema, 565 Locust; j A letter from the Park town- Manufacturers,a post Sligh
a request from the Youth for
Avery D. Baker
special ed. The foundation has
Christ to set up a musical prodo have problems with high Gladys A. Thomson, 5654 Lake ship supervisor requested a also he]dDavid Mosher
handled funds for the pool.
gram on the sidewalk in front
population growth and child shore; Karrie Keller. Irons;
change in the existingHolland The second thrust of Grede's
Avery D. Baker was formally
Mrs. Donald Rohlck invited
of Peoples State Bank Oct. 25. and ho is returning to help mortality
Henrietta Dainmg. Resthaven; City-Park township water agree- talk was that the YMCA is not presented with Kiwanis Inter
It was explained that a study finish the
A child born in Kenya today Elizabeth Ann O'Connor. 120 ment to eliminate the estab- an agency, it is a fellowship,a national Recognition honors as the board to an AAUW meeting
is scheduled later for mall type Mosher who learned the has only about a 50 per cent West 10th St., and Fred Henry lished service area and replac- membershiporganization with a distinguished Lt Governor Thursday at 8 p.m. in Durfee
activities, and ground rules are languagein an intensivestudy chance of reaching the age of Sherwood,
jng it with a maximum capacity people it<5 main
during the Michigan Kiwanis ! Hall to hear Mary Kosa, a
former MEA President.
Lakeview Principal Don Van
attorney.
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work.
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Ark

introduced his staff. Two
presentations were given, one
by Dick Rasmussen on depart-

in
Works Mrom

mentalizationof four classseveral physical deficiencies, graduate who also attended frequently shares meals with Wumcy; James Diebold, South eneineerim? firm he hired
u • j .u
In addition tn Kiwanis service rooms on language arts, social
studies and science, and the
znd Council concurred ,h.. com- Calvin College plan., move friendn of all
Haven; ,.ila Diemen. ,26 Oaks™.
k U Bato is^rring"
pUance is required before grant- into other rural areas and help Older people have great alley D , Maxine Frances Dil- lo lhe Board o[ Pub|ic
. ”l,hk
nlnU of the Ottawa Bi - centennial other by Mrs. Ling Choy Bensink who explained services of
with
small projects
hn, Zeeland;
studv and
progiams ayauBDie
w [wopie COmmi
K auen <1
"till aman
pmjciui such
miui as
an authority
uun.ui and
aim respect
icai<e;k.\ in
in Kenya
rvenva
cttianu, Barbara
uaiuaid MasseiviaBSt- for
fnr «hldv
,
4 Mink,*!
unllc J.k ______ „n and M.whnr himcolf dnemte kic link 17S Woe I ir.tk C. nnrl r_o,„ ^ StUOyMd
fr0m
Walks Of life, it IS
lne 11011300 b.l. the resource program in both
A.
Michael Wich’s request ..illoru,
village wells with pumps on and Mosher, himself, despitehis link, 375 West 20th St., and Gary TL fniinwin/
fr°m all
al1 walks 0 ., ‘ e’ 1 ls,no1 Forum
on of his1 a,
vounc aae. was accorded meat Moomev. 79 East ,7th
tJaTsc^
at ne^- .
has just completed a Harrington and Lakeview
schools. Her work deals with the
plicationto rezone property at Throughouthis college years,
, me.
ule: a jiciu
yield right-of-way
ifqiii-ui wa
sign borhood
oorniKKioeeo
need \ne
the me
the cnaraciercharacter- vfar as......
Michigan Kiwanis Public
Uu.lv
gifted students as well as those
the northwest corner of River Mosher thought about joining
on Washingtonat 29th St., and building built into the YMCA Belations chairman and was requiring special training on
Ave. and 17th St. was received the Peace Corp and frequently
a "no right turn” replacing a program, accordingto
as the state member- perception.
and
spoke with recruiters. "The new
I "no turns” sign for southboundand every community needs the . p developmentchairman by
Vice President Robert GosseCouncil confirmed a certifica- director is really doing good
4 j College Ave., at Eighth St. leadership developed by such ‘n('om*nR Michigan Kiwanis lar presided and Dr. James
tion by CouncilmanVande Poel things," Dave reflects,
The following claims against character-building. ^0V- Ernest Hunt.
Prins gave the invocation.Abfor purchases by the reel cation The Peace Corps worker’s
the
city were referred to the Grede also told of his
'
7 t
sent were James Lamb and John
departmentfrom Superior Sport responsibility, as Mosher defines
! insurance carrier and city at- satisfactionworking on behalf Cdr-BuS Collkinn Amaya. The meeting lasted
Store of S484
it. is to go over and fit into
-j
torney: William Patterson, 643 of the YMCA, especiallyin his
about an hour. About 20 were in
The meeting lasted 50 minutes, what's happening. He discovered
; Ay. Lakewood Blvd., Marjorie West- travelsabout the U.S. for NAM, InjurCS Four
the audience.
one of the shortestmeetings in that despite his frustrationshe
*
erlund, 12280 James St., Mil- during which he combined both •
recent years. All Councilmenhad to keep in line with the
di ed Rutgers. 19 Cherry St.,
Al . t f
were present with the exception Kenyan way of doing things
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being critical of the country but
confessesthat the lack of strong ! $
work ethics in Kenva frustrates
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Mrs. Van Haitsma

reported injured in the collision

^

that freedom internationally.
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Age 58
ZEELAND — Mrs. Herman

Dies at

“

|

souUlbound on

Harrison and driven by Winfred

^enhof,
I

St.

56. of .34 East 17th
The car. driven by Ariyne

by the Eunice Aid Christian Beaded mine trees a n d i °nCn /'vvlei‘s’ 45;. of 1P09 Blll5
School Society wa«; attended hv n B 3(160
j •
3 nJ beI1 Dr-, was westbound on 16th.
acnooi society, was attended 0) flowers are featured in a craft ofiirers said the car «nnn
nearly 650 guests Tuesday night display placed by Mrs. Henry ar^d
P

T ?

S

. HlBh

Lr mnaci

(Estelle) Van Haitsma, 58, of
18'2 North Elm St., died late
Tuesday at her home, following
a lingeringillness.
She was a member of the
Holland Assembly of God.
Surviving in addition to her
husband are a son. David De
Long; two daughters.Miss Larel
De Long of Glendale,Calif., and

Mrs. Homer (Gay) Louks of
Schml H° a"d Ch"Stlan
e Herr,iCuLibr7 Th(' Hollan'1 department Glenn: three grandchildren;two
' „ x, .
for October. Some of the beaded was called to stand hv it the sisters. Mrs. Patricia Jones of
Mrs. H. Palmbos, president flowers are done in the French accidentscene Police said thev Melvindale and Mrs. William
of the society, welcomed the technique. The unusual bases were unsure how manv nersons (Carol) Hoffman of Holland;
group and introducedRay for thi various jeweled trees we^on the
^
three brothers. John McNeal and
Holwerda as m a s t e r of are vases from various parts The Zwiers woman and three Robert Pothoff,both of Detroit
ceremonies. The Rev. J. Gun- 0f the world - Spain. Venice, passengers on the bus, Rebecca
and Donald Pothoff of Lansing.
nmk of Providence Christian France. China as well as Delft Tuttle. 8. of 144 East 1.3th St.
Reformed Church led opening shoes from the Netherlands. John Gutierrez 5 of 246 West

bus

difficult.”

“s-

,

,,

.

J
Imagination and ingenuityare
Following the dinner and in- evidencedin the collectionof
termission,Holwerdaintroduced walking sticks carved a n d
; the Staffsmen who presented a displayed by Richard Yager of

.

a

j

|
!

:

,

vocal-musicalprogram. Mrs. H.

|

19th St. and

of 47 East

WATER TREATMENT PROJECT -

David Mosher (right),
Peace Corps volunteer from Holland working in Kenya,
East Africa, discusses the valves where chlorine will be
injected into the water treatment facility he helped build
m
'",0 ,ne WQ,e; rrea;me"r ruacM'ry "e "T? IDU,,a
^lthihls Kenyan counterparts. Mosher has extended for a
third year and will return following a brief vacation in
Holland with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. £d Mosher.

^

Tammy
14th St

Lucas,

were

__

Original Ferry Will

8,

Douglas. Various types of wood

w

Vander Linde, accompaniedby > were used for the carving which One fiov Onn Ciirl I itfpJ
Mrs. R. Bareman, led the group ha v. • designs of stars, sharks , S ,/
j
i j
in community
..
and bands carved into the bark. ,n ''O/fana ana Leeland
Holwerda introduced Dr. M. Many of the sticks end in heads , A son was
........
born to Dr. ailu
and
Essenburg who addressedthe carved in the shape of deer, Mrs. Don Judd, 287 Oakwood on
audience on ‘‘Thankful Hearts and anteater, and birds. The Wednesday, Oct. 16 in Holland
and ThankfulLives.” The of- long green stick is a snake Hospital,
fering amounted to $800 and will about to swallow a fish. As A daughter,Monika Ingrid,
be donated to debt reduction.Yager says, "This d i s p 1 ay was born to Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Followingthe closing emphasizes what can be done Kronomeyer, 6362 120th Ave.,
remarks, Holwerda offered the by anyone with an old stick Holland, on Wednesday,Oct. 16
closing
j and a
in Zeeland Hospital.

j

..

|

,

prayer.

jackknife.”
)

To Be Given to State
GRAND HAVEN - A ceremony is planned in Ottawa

all

treated for minor injuriesand
i released after treatment

.singing.

1

bert, David Lightfoot, Ernest | Kenyan personnel.
Wenzel and Dick Raymond. I Counterpartsare really Hie

J /

1

c

mg
/

one of "if not today . . . then
next week, next month or even
next year. It makes completing
a large and complex project

Dunwiddie.

^

The .38th annual Eunice Aid ,
FellowshipSupper, sponsored,nC,Uc/e Hobb>' on°

Wissink.

Working with a minimum of
Peace Corps supervision,Dave
..... . with
...........
along
his Kenyan counter"Plants and Flowers” was the parts directs
crew of
topic of the cultural program Kenyans on the water treatment
with Mrs. Russ Hedrick show- project which includes 25 miles
ing picturesof various types of of pipeline
)ine
being installedto
weeds used with flower arrange- provide purified water
ments and the many types of villagesin the area.
plants to be used in terrariums. During , the dry season
The hostess gift was given to villagers frequentlyhad to walk
seven miles to get fresh water.
Mrs. David Cross.
Mrs. Wissink served coffee Now it’s piped to villages many
and cake to the Mesdames Phil miles away. Several similar
Adams, Cross, Dunwiddie, Hed- projects are planned for Kenya
rick, Al Hendricks, Paul Lam- and will be supervised by I

<he

called U*

Annual Supper

not ^

chapter has selected to auction
a ‘‘Basket of Cheer” with the
winner to be announcedNov. 18
and the proceeds to be used for
Christmas service projects.
The Grey Book review on
"Types of Motions" was given
by Mrs.

GiftShSS.e

*

£

roles.
,hTdhued

Society Holds

Jau Chapter of he exp|ains ..The workmanship
Beta Sigma Phi, presided at js
because many
Monday’s meeting at the home j(eyans are not used to
of Mrs. James
preciseness.”Mosher adds.
A report was given and dis- He continues: "And the
cussed on the joint cultural pro- beauracracy sometimes slows
gram to be held Nov. 18. The things down. The philosophy is
dent of Xi Beta

Aid

nbelinkAF,0WerS and

I

“ mt—

j
"There is no similar work
Lloyd Dunwiddie, presi- ethic as in thc United Stales;.
,

,

L
Is

v.

•

j

of Elmer Wissink. The invoca- which, for him, included learn
tion was given by Father Don ing patience.
Downer of St. Francis de Sales A young man always cautious
of generalities,David abhores

K

.

..

7

.

I

County Probate Court Friday,
Nov. 1, in which the original
will of the Rev. William Monta-

gue Kerry, founder of the city
Grand Haven, will be turned

of

over to the Michigan Historical
Collections.

The ceremony is related to
the 140th anniversary of t h e
founding of Grand Haven city.
The ceremony will take place
at 2 p.m. in room 204 of Probate Court.
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Sandra Smith

17,

1974

Engaged

Becomes Bride
OfCarl Buus

Miss Ruth Ann Johnson

The Rev. and Mrs. Herbert
Johnson of Grand Rapids
announce the engagementof
their daughter, Ruth Ann, 118
East Fifth St., to Fred Cronberg. son of Mr. and Mrs.
Russell Cronbergof Pullman.
A March wedding Ls being
planned.

The New Lubbers Humanities and Social Sciences Center on Hope College Campus

Renovated Building Honors Lubbers
of the former i breath and assess immediate , church, a challenging goal in
building on Hope j and future requirements. a period where many churches
campus into a new Humanities I The |ate
ami earjy WJs were questioning social pracand Social Sciences Center will heralded a second enrollment 1'ces such as campus dances,
be marked with a testimonial rush as “war babies” reached ! An apt public speaker armed
dinner Friday night in Phelps college age. A major program i w.il^ anecdotes as well as conHall in honor of Dr. and Mrs. of physical expansion brought victionsconcerning Hope's imIrwin J. Lubbers. Dr. Lubbers residence halls,
fine new portance,Dr. Lubbers was often
served as seventh president of library and remodeling pro- al)le 1° persuade even the most
the college for 18 years, startskeptical audiences.
ing in 1945.
Realizing that line buildings!During the Lubbers era
The new Lubbers Center were not the only student need , f ™Ger ''f.? bc. ween, 'i'/0''
housing six departmentsof the to be filled, Dr. Lubbers estab- ! j^e , an(l 1,1C tl,-v (,f Hollaml
humanities and social sciences
lished the colleges first health
kLvel'y
is expected to lie completedin center. Long More the days
hlf busy schedule. Dr.
time for the second semester.
counseling center. 0r, | Lubbers strolled downtown to a
Renovation

— Doug Holwerdo (93) of
Hope College comes close to blocking this

and Lou Ten Have (42) of the Flying
Dutchmen are also shown. The Dutchmen

punt by Jim Allshouse of Adrian College

recorded their llth straightwin over a two

CLOSE CALL

MIAA

in

football play Saturday at Riverview

Park. Paul

Hannon (23) of the

Calvin College Seminary
Chapel was the setting for the
afternoon marriage ceremony
on Oct. 12 uniting Miss Sandra
Smith and Carl Mark Buus of
Grand Rapids.
Parents of the couple are Mr.

year period by stopping the Bulldogs,30-15.

(Hope College photo)

Bulldogs

science

Mrs. Carl Mark Buus

Hope Beats Adrian For

and Mrs. Henry C. Smith

1

a

grams.

of

817 Central Avc., and the Rev.

and Mrs. C. Oliver Buus

of

Tucson, Ariz.
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, was attired in
a floor-lengthgown of debut
as the score stood at 16-7. Later, with Venice lace. The split manwith 5:27 left Carlson tossed darin effect neckline was aphis second TD pass, this time pliqued with a high-risebodice
to Gary Constant, for 14 yards, and bishop sleeves. The skirt
Miller added the kick making it was A-line with a full deep ruffled edge and was finished with
23-7.

ball

on

some

Yards Rushing
Yards Passing

22!)
35
83
167
I2-81 2311-3

Hope’s defense held for three Passes
Fumbles-Lost
plays, but a roughing the pass- Penalties

a high snap from center put the
its one-yard line. Then,

30 seconds later, Angelo er call

on Dave

ota

4-1
40

131
3-102 8-260

Yeiter gave Punts

Antonuccisneaked across the Adrian a first down. However,
goal line, Markle added the Hope held again and Adrian
PAT and Adrian was ahead 7-0 punted four plays later.
Then a 52-yard drive by Hope
with eight minutes left in the

1-0

^

Stan Bossenbroek was best
man and groomsmen were Harry Sieplinga,Dale Tinklenberg
and Larry Vander Zee. Jeffery
Smith was Bible bearer.
The couple was united in marriage by the father of the
groom. The organist was Ken
Bos and David Naylor was

-
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^
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TOpectiv^runs’ot'omTtive

TripsDutch, 19-6
center,Fergusonbroke loose
rumble 41 yards for his
TD with 1:05 left in the

to
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One of his main goals, how-

WHITEHALL - Holland

lament

' n' a

‘
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today.

And Chix Ninth
11

the

virtue.

1

Zeeland ninth in the tourney.
Muskegon Catholic won the

,

tourney with 315 strokes, follow-

ed

^

j

cof'eRc- resulting in t h e

Upon
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bSt

his departure from

Hope

in 1964. Dr. Lubbers was
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,VCY*
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80- Ki*rk BamLstTe'mnfe here

Scheerhorn, 88,

burg, 91, and Greg Althuis,

Ed
93
99.

f^thl^R

,

Sets Offensive

Marks

puneraj

le
95.

Jack
Marty Essen- !Ja?

t0tal wa®

GVSC

1

Surrumta

by Grand Rapids West JULLU,MUb ,M

Catholic 329 and Whitehall

v

to drive

_

Avery Baker

tfh

Mil

to St. Phillip’s 24 with two min-

utes left in the game but the
“We dominated them in the Dutch were stalled and the winfirst half but just were not ners took over on downs.
mentally ready to play foot- With the Dutch
in a
— .......
- gap
0-r de— ; Holland’s girls’ tennis team
ball in the second half,” stated fense in hopes of causing a j takes a one point lead into the
Holland mentor Ray Backus.
fumble. Ken Brutsche sprinted ' regional semi - finals today at
The “Fighting Tigers” were 65 yards for a touchdownon a ; 22nd St. courts,
held to minus yardage in the dive play with some 1:05 left The Dutch have 13 points while
first half and finishedthe eve- in the
Grand Rapids Christian has 12
ning with zero j assing yardage.
“We had some good blocking, i and Kentwood and Grand!
“Those two long runs did us especially in the first half,” I Rapids Ottawa Hills
in.” added
Backus
Elzinga
ended apiece.
—
- ..... replied......

Take Lead

tilt.

*«

^
‘"P
will be residing.

j

period. 1^*1

Holland

inforaal. the

very-

41-7 Romp

in

l”sta‘e
ALLENDALE ~ Grand Va,ley
Colleges established

—

laker single game rushing mark

°.

Recent

—

West Ottawa’s total was 369 and
’
and ln t0<al >'ards in Romping
mg an extended
41-7
in a
. c illness. Findlay
------- j College.
----•• • ...
» non
......
where they was paced by Jim Stout. 85,
Sasamoto,
92,
Tom
Becker.
was
10
Salem
cemetery,
ieagUC
football
game
here
Satone yards.
The groom’s grandmotherand and Jim Nykirk,
Brenda Volkema, 10. and
urday.
For the game the hard drivparents entertainedthe wedding Zeeland had a 352 mark and Born m Beaverdam, he was Gvsc pickcd
aii
amtai
an
unreal
Bessic
^Donald, 26, both of
ing back rushed for 206 yards
i- \ve
passengersin
party with a rehearsal dinner was led by Tim Munro with 80, a 1938 graduate of Moody Bible 549 yards on the ground and|729 Park
in 32 carriesfor a 6.4 per carry
at Byslmas in Grand Rapids.
a
car
driven
by
Rickie Steve
followed
by
Stu
Bassett,
86.
Ken
InsIlluleChicago,
111.
and
fjnjshed
yje
day
595
lota|
1
"
“
....... .
average.
Pre-Nuptial showers were Kraak, 93, and Randy Hop, 93. moved 10 t2lc Lima area that yards.
Taylor, 19, o( 247 Norcrest,
Fennville, now 2-3 for the
suffered minor
injuries ...
when
same year where he began
Quarterback Kerry Rasikas
.,,
I season travels to AllendaleOct.
SmHh
i jg
,f , %r
da'ly radio broadcast that con- 1^ fhe Lakers in rushinc with lheir
northt,(,un(,0,1 Blver
'

B \TTLE CREEK — It takes
two halves to win in football, as
Holland found out in losing to
a highly touted Class C Battle
Creek St. Phillip 19-6 here Saturday evening.

sessions wei*

event

“

Pa^

St.

when

In the early years

accreditationfrom the National
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Hoffman, students were housed in bar- only rule of order being ’No
Associationfor the Accreditation
route 1, Hamilton, announce the racks and an ancient remodeled °ne may quote anyone else!”
of Teacher Educationand the
engagement of their daughter, i junior high school, the GI bulge The great increase of stuAAUW, and several honors in
Marilyn June, to Gary Russcher, i had occurred with such rapidity dents necessitatedhiring
’ t,3
e a
n10
$on of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn that the organizationof a make- new facultymembers. Dr. Lub- j
1 r, f,8, ' hou*’“ DrRusscher, route
shift campus fequired a high hers believedthe key to
Miss Hoffman is employed as level of ingenuity and practica. j ^°r on educational institution
_
nrse nwiors.
a registered nurse by Butter jlity. Dr. Lubbers was quick to should lx? a combination of
)-v JJ>sinj| h 0
worth Hospital, Grand Rapids, : realize that while new buildings sion and tolerance;tension being J
11
al 01 on
and her fiance is employed by were an impossibility, fresh [he spirit of individually leading 1 F ! j '
. ,
Holland
; paint and trimmed lawns were 10 creativity, and tolerance
Lunaei s was preparing to leave Hope he was
An April wedding is being a
tempering attitude which per
planning for the future of the
planned.
“If we don’t have a campus i™1®
acceptance of ideas
college through design and the
of unusual splendor, let’s
let’s at from othersultimate constructionof a new
least make it clean!” Those He also believed that inPhysics - Mathematicsbuilding
Christian llth
j Lubbers words are remembered
formed and loyal alumni could The building was dedicated in
1
ho a source of great strength to the" fa'n'of'iqfi'i

West Ottawa finished16th and

and

Friday
the“ 8

Rated

Hoffman

held l-re
w«
erf'
»'
Saturday at the Ovler r.olfnmt
Korean war brought enroltand Lniversities. The Lubberses
Reception attendents included A toPdof 2 ' N^sR teams w-ere I r[lenfs ^own temporarily,giving Hr. Lubbers also wanted to make Uieir home in Dcs Moines,
Mr. and Mrs. Cordell Van Eck entered in ^he
the college a chance to catch her strengthen Hope’s ties with the tows

Scholten.

Comets, 19-6

The Flying Dutchmen then
received the kickoff and Bill

Miss Marilyn June

I

resultedin an 11 yard pass play
from Carlson to Dave De Zwaan
as master and mistress of
for a touchdowngiving Hope a
ceremonies. Mr. anil Mrs. Tom
FENNVILLE
Fennville’s
Blacquiere ran it out to the 36- 10-7 lead with 4:19 left in the football tVam "scored'its
^<1 Mrs Glen
yard line. Hope then put on a third quarter.
win of the season here
?r!’nd«'iU!!Ch and D'an;
fine drive down to Adrian’s 10
Then as in last week’s game night by surprising Kalamazoo
and
*
where Jim Miller later kicked a Hope came on strong in the final Christian,19-6 behind
table. The guest book
26-yard field goal, putting uarter with 20 points. Chuck
brilliant running of junior back *as
StJ™othy Schol,l;n
Hope’s first points on the board
rooks scored first on a one- Rick Bushee.
anTh(KUrRpv
WaThrS
at 7-3.
yard run at 13:29, the kick failed
The Rev./mm-a5
Thomas \vanae
anden
Bushee tallied all three
itle
touchdowns
in
the
first
| Heuvel offered opening prayer.
ville touchdowns in the first,
The newlyweds left on a wedfirst quarter.

',0

-

jS

!

soloist~P r o gTa ra "attendants
were Denise Walters and Daniel
were Denise Walters and Daniel

HawksStun

UiU

door ' oc,. restaurant and shared
When Dr. Lubbers assumed Lubbers
___ _____ opened
„pwilv„ his office UWUI
the presidency of Hope in 1945, 1 to students, whether their needs ‘Sr ee
.
c,t'zfns
the enrollment was 312 and with ! be individualor
e simple relaxing kletzes
in three years it grew to more , To tune in on campus feel 0 !on P!"°vl
uni5ue 0PP°rtythan 1,200. The Lubbers era ing were the popular Presiden- ni
j 5° • e s
brought new dormitories,a tial luncheonswhere a cross- n(<K s Wlt" ,ntereste(* businessmen.
central heating plant, a music section of the student body
hall and modernization of could communicate needs and Other accomplishments were
the community council, the
Carnegie gym and Graves Hall, 'opinionsto the president.These

communal.

Antonucci ran in from one an attached appliqued ruffle
yard out for Adrian’s final score edged chapel train.
Mrs. Pat Scholten was her
of the game. And with 37 seconds left on the clock, Bill Blac- personal attendant.
Mrs. Eileen Van Doornik,
quire ran 45 yards for a touchdown. Miller added the PAT matron of honor, wore a floorlength burnt orange A-line gown
making the final score 30-15.
Standoutsfor the Dutchmen of polyesterwith empire waist,
were Yeiter with two sacks of V-neckline and bishop sleeves.
the Adrian quarterback and In similar attire were the
a blocked punt and Carlson bridesmaids,Ms. Marilyn
with two touchdown passes. Slopsema, Ms. Beth Brink. Ms.
Also Bennett with 138* yards i Vicki DeJongh and flower girl
Miss Kristin Van Eck.
rushing.
Hope w'ill host Albion Saturday at 2:15 in the Homecoming
game.
n
A
First Downs
19
U

^

^cvc0^

Record llth Straight
No other scoring occured for
By Dave Cole
Hope College won a school the rest of the first and the
record llth straightfootball entire second quarter as both
game Saturday at Riverview defense stiffened, with both
Park, 30-15 over always tough sides having to punt several
Adrian, which had previously times.
Even though Hope was down
won three of the last four meetby 7-3, the statistics show Hope
ings.
At the onset of the game Hope with nine more minutes of poswas to receive the kickoff, but session and 18 more offensive
a fumble by freshman John plays.
As the second half started
Bonnette turned the ball over to
Hope kicked off to Adrian where
Adrian at Hope's 22-yard line.
FortunatelyHope’s defense they started at the 35 following
was able to hold the Bulldogs the return. Four plays later
for only a gain of four yards, they punted as Hope took over
forcingDave Markle to attempt on its 47.
a field goal which was wide. Hope then starteda fine drive
The Dutchmen then took over and with the help of two penalon the 20-yard line, gained a ties had the ball at Adrian's 18
first down but after quarterback yard line. Then Hope's third big
Bob Carlson was sacked at- mistake of the game occured
tempting to pass, Hope elected when Bob Carlson threw a
pitch-outwild to Kurt Bennett,
to punt.
Hope’s punt attempt was its handing the ball over to Adrian
second mistake in the game as on its 28.
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Fire

Damages

Drenthe House

DRENTHE— A short circuit in
(Sadie E.) Vedder,
it- - nine yards while Dan Warren electricalwiring was blamed

.

m

Speaker for the meeting was
° 12 WmSt Tfn h fSt,V died al and Chris Lehmann chipped in (tor a fire in a house of Gerald
Avery Baker, chairman of the
,?wood ’ A*^e Hobble, her home Tuesday,followinga with fourth period touchdowns Cuossen, 274 60th Ave. at 5:06
Holland took its opening drive with 118 yards in 24 attempts.
Paauwe won two Ottawa County Committee for Jr, , ^no,o,,rc,,/ Bena sh?ft
on runs of one and 22 yards am. (odav. Damage estimates
183 West 18th St. j She was„ born
respectively. Vester
into Battle Creeks end zone. The Dutch, now 2-3 for the singles matches ditu
and icduicu
reached the
Bi - centennial.
uie The 1976 m
milennial,He Gebben,
ni
,7 in Glenn and lespeetiveiy.
vesitv Davis
uav added were not immediately available
Rick Elzinga capped the 12- season, will meet Grand Ra pids semis today while Karen Freers suggestedthat the Bi •
'tu' P
“un(lay wcrc njoved to Holland 55 years ago. ffoe extra point kicks,
and no injuries were reported.
She had worked as a cook at Uie The Lakers, who are
play drive with a one yard Christian Friday night in heir and Jane Arendshorst also took centennial celebration could !^s , / Hioeknuts, route
touchdown plunge. The extra homecoming,
two
two matches but were
were be the means
means of re-newing (Iltirn‘8(o,1.,'<'r.
nlflfn
d.en!son:Hitching Post restaurant for 17
d,en!son;
17 for the season and oi
01 m
in the extensivesmoked water
waici anu
and nre
fire
n
BC eliminated in the quarterfinals,pride in the nation's200
point attempt failed, os the'
'/‘‘vis,.nl 3_nd Ave.; years. Her husband died in 1964 GLIAC, travel to Grand Rapids damage was reportedto the
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io-3-o7-o-o the semis by winning two
about to score again early
L„„
Lone Liz piersma
the second quarter,
they punts
4-79 3-75 doubles matches. Katie Gogolin ning major projects for this
85 35 Tracey Driesenga are also in purpose, he said. Having t h e
moved to the one of Bettfe Penalties
Creek but two illegal procedure
the semis by winning three Holland Tulip Festival use a
— Recent
matches.
Bi - centennial theme was one
penalties moved the ball back
and Dan Bartlett s fake field
suggestion.Mr. Baker also said
goal pass juat went off
a permanent memorial could
I
be considered, pointing o u t
Modders
Cars driven by Raul Cantu.
that Holland's Centennial Park
With Holland leading b-o, St. 20, of Edinburg. Tex., and Alex
was developed in celebrationof
Phillip’sTom Ferguson com- Pena, 23, 01 303 East Nth St., Host State
the nation’s 1876 Centennial
pitted a 63-yflrd drive by bull- collided Monday at 6:12 p.m.
Mothers of World War II
Year.
ing his way two yard for a along 14tb St. 350 feet west of ; nono"red''the''state'0mcere'at
a
Mrs. Harrison Lee presided
score m the third period The Columbia Ave Police said ! chicken dinner held prior to Ihc
long drive was aided by three Cantu was westbound attempting 1 nnitN October meet ins held at at the business meeting following Mr. Baker’s talk.
peJ?(ItieS- k
a left turn while Pena was east- [he SNorthside^People's” Bank
After another bad snap from
building with Mrs. Elmer De
;

^uriVCVCrA ’u

1.

and a son. Lloyd and a daughter,
Dora, also preceded her in
death.
Survivingare a daughter, Mrs.
Ross, 194 West 16th’ St.; Kevin Frank Remick of South Haven;
Sabin, 1116 Hawthorne;Joyce nine grandchildren; 15 great Scholten,94 East 30th St., and grandchildrenand several
Richard Visser, 720 Aster.
nieces, nephews and cousins.
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Saturday to meet Junior
J-'niAr Colrn\ kitchen
kitohon of
Af the house.
foge.
First Downs

Yards Rushing

Yards Passing
Total Yards
Passes
Fumbles Lost
Penalties

. The fire was discovered by
ov | Cuossen’sson. Bruce, shortly
in 8$ j after he returned home from
184 47 work. Authoritiessaid he turned
298 596 on a kitchen light which went
30-11-3 3-9-0
2 out and went to bed. Later he
23 ms woke and smelled smoke.

f
16

3

Mothers

Group

j

,

bound

Large Shipment

Boer, presiding.

Hamilton Suffers 50-0
Setback to Middleville

Mrs. Alvin Overway provided
humorous skit for en-

a

tertainment and gifts were
presentedto the visitors and

Of Coal Arrives

The Holland Board of Public
Works received its largest single
MIDDLEVILLE — Hamilton’si Koopman and Bill Canfield.
Deputy hospital represen- shipment of coal by boat in refootball team ran into one of The Trojans led 17-0 at the Native Marie Veuring reported cent years early Saturday when
the finest Class C teams in the

state Friday night and

cl|ld

of lhe fi,'st
It

at the half.
the

prizes awarded.

P61^
was

and 23-0 on the party hosted by the local 12.900 tons were unloaded from
36-0 after unit, at the Michigan Veterans j the John P. Reiss

play.

three quarters of
Facility with nine Holland unit! The load of coal was valued
Hamilton is now 1-3 m the members assistingand several at $248,000, BPW General Manback
O K Blue Division and 1-4 for others providing refreshments, ager Ronald L. Rainson said. It
“At least tonight they were tne season. The Hawks will host , The party brought total hospital , is the tenth shipment of the
the strongest team we’ve faced Wayland next Friday.
hours by the local unit to 234. I season and two more coal shipail season,” said Hamilton
II M Mrs. Veurink will be in ments are expected before the
First Downs
14
Coach Bob Stoel.
Rushing
83 332 charge of state parties at the season ends,
Hamilton Coach Bob Stoel. Yards
Yards Passing
188 facility on Oct. 31 and Dec. 12. The Reiss, a 504-foot long vesGary Immink had an in- Total Yards
911 520 Mrs. Marvin Rotman will host scl. arrived in Holland at I a.m.
13-1-1 11-6-1
terception for Hamilton while £***?*
a party fpr the local unit at Saturday and departedat 6:30
2
recovering fumbles were Doug i penalties
85 her home on Oct.
i a.m. Saturday.
result was a crushing 50-(t set-

t

I

i

5
7

,

1
15

24.

—

1

FOOTBALL CROWD
Among the 3,800 persons who
watched Hope College win its llth straight football victory Saturday at Riverview Park were 143 carriers for The

Holland Evening Sentinel, guests of Hope College in observance of Infernafional Newspaper Carriers Day.

(Hope College photo)
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Tubergan Stars

Scott

40-8 Homecoming

17,

1974

In

Win

West Ottawa
Ups Season

Mark

to

3-2

By Loo Martonosi
Boy! What would Scott Tuber,
ban, West Ottawa’s outstanding
back, have done if his back was
100 per cent Friday night?
It

was hard

to believe that

the Panthers’ star,

who

resembles big John Brockinglon
of Green Bay, by the way he
runs over and around people
and did all of this despitemiss-

ing three days of

drills this

week.

Tubergan, the best running
back this writer has seen all
season, was a one - man gang
at the outset, as he intercepted
a pass on the Rogers’ 40-yard
line and after carrying the pigskin the next seven times, the
last three yards into the end
zone, the Hawks might as well
have called it quits, as homecoming was going to be a happy
occasion at Panther hand.
The final score was the vastly improving Panthers40 and
Rogers 8.
“Scott was in the whirlpool
all week but it was hard to
tell wasn’t it,” sighed West
Ottawa trainer Harold Van
,

|

Wieren.

Tubergan injured his back in
drills Monday and didn’t prac
tice the rest of the week but

—

FILTER BEDS
WEST

OTTAWA STAR —

Scott Tubergan

(41) of West Ottawa was the workhorse
homecoming football
win over Rogers Friday night. The Panther

in the Panthers' 40-8
j

don’t try telling that to Rogers,
they just wouldn’t buy it.

junior rushed for 133 yards

touchdownseven though

he

and scored two
was slowed down

by a bad back.

(Sentinel photo)

West Ottawa didn’t waste any
time in recording its next TD,
The modest Panthers flash as they went 40 yards in two
said after the game, “1 really
plays with Murdoch firing to
didn’t do as well as I should
Hamstra on a quickie for 30
have. I felt kind of flat out
yards and speedy Matt Johnson
there.”
dashing the final 20 for the
All Tubergandid was rush for
10-4-1 17-6-3
| FORREST HILLS - Thanks Passes
over 100 yards again 133 to be
Yards Penalized
30 60
exact and scored two touch- Johnson electrifiedthe audience to the talented foot of Brian Fumbles
2
1
downs on runs of one and six by returninga pass interceptionBoss the Zeeland Chix chalked Fumbles Lost
Punts
6-206 5-121
yards. But in - between that he 46 yards to the nine of Rogers up their third victory against
one lass and a tie of the seawas treading yardage all night in the fourth
With sophomore quarterbackson, beating Forest Hills Northto the delight of the large homeDave Conklin, seeing action for cm. 3-0, in football action here
coming crowd.
Jack Murdoch couldn't have the first time, the Panthers had Friday night,
thrown a better pass on h i s a couple shots of going in for Boss’ 30 yard boot which
scores, as COt*h Deb Nolan went wound up to be the game winfirst attempt, as he hit
SAUGATUCK - Before the
ning points came in the second
Beckman on a beauty that cov- to his
Saugatuck
Indians hometown
ered 65 yards and a touchdown
On the first play after Bloe- <luarler with 5:01 left on the
football fans, the Indians routjust a few minutes after Tuber- mendaal coughed up a Rogers
gan did his thing to give the fumble. Tom Goodrow showed Even though the final score ed Covert, 36-0 in action here
Panthers a 12-0 lead. Ken he had speed too, as he cut s,0lK'
^ere was plenty Friday night.
Hamstra threw a fine block back from the pursuit to rumble action to worry Coach Bob
to spring Beckman for the 36 yards for a TD with 5:59 left Ursen and crew as with five Despite the opeparanceof the
minutes left in the third quar- score, the Indians had a somescore. Sam Angell booted t h e in the

Boss, Chix

Edge

Out Northern, 3-0

score.

1
1

Indians

|

Covert,

bench.

i

of seven million gallons daily arc being constructedin
an addition to the water treatment plant. When completed
the bells will have a base of coal and rocks through which
water is filteredto remove sediment and other debris.
The water level itself will be about eight feet. The filter
beds can be backwashed to remove the sand nd sediment
collected. The runoff is sent to the reclamation wells
for removal of sand before the water is returned to Lake

Murdoch came back moments
Jim Carson for a
20 - yard gain and on the
followingplay, Tubergan bulled
his way six yards into paydirt.
Murdoch passed to Carson for
the conversionand increased
the Panthers margin to 21-0
with still some 7:19 left in the

later to hit

half.

Hamstra picked off

another
Rogers pass on the 47 and eight
plays later sophomore Jamie
Bloemendaal.who was late in
showing up for the game because of a wedding, tallied his
first varsityTD on a one -yard
plunge.
'Hie Panthers fans really had
something to cheer about, as
Angell’s kick closed out the
first half with their favorites on
top, 28-0.
Senior end Jeff Kreun had

the honor of crowning Queen
Fran Porter at the intermission.

;

ties.

(Sentinel photo)

Michigan.
Half-Way Mark

G.H. Heuvelhorst Scarecrow That

Reached at Plant

2Tve. “ied'ifLS

(Sentinel photo)

Constructionof an additionto

i

at84
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ZEELAND -

Talks Fascinates

Heu-T°Urth Graders

Gerrit H.

£

the intake line from Lake

49

Rout

i
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36-0

and
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a!
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Eagles Lose

contest.

extra point.

HALLOWEEN SCENE
A talking scarecrow named
Elmer Snodgrass is providing Halloween fun for fourth
graders in Longfellow School. At rear arc the two Hope
College student teachers who designed him, Jill Morrone
(left) and Linda Guth. Students in front are Tracy Chrispell and Joe Martinez.Elmer really is a 3-D bulletin
board and is operated by tapes for lauguage arts activi-

Additional filter beds with a capacity

.“gUnayshuHrrSl„esst0dfly
f0ll0W' sensata ^"gfellowSchoo.5
He was a member of Second . E® ? really a talking 3-D
Holland’s water treatmentMichiganwhich has a capacity Reformed Church, a former con- 1 bu,1Jet;nboard and he is being
plant, designed to boost the dai- f
. ..
; sistory member and a member . used for laiWe arts activities
ly capacityby seven
spw»n million
millmn 01 4- munon gauons (iau\ . wnen of Zeeland Golden Agers. n.
m twn
fourth gracte
orarfo classes,
*iaccoc
He 1 in
two fourtb
gallons, is about half completed completed the addition to the was a former contractor
Elmer was made by two Hope
although the completion date is water plant will give the plant owner of G. H. Heuvelhorst 1 College student teachers,Linda
November, 1975.
a rated capacity of 21 million Block Co.
! Guth and Jill Morrone. Children
But Board of Public Works|
d il
Surviving are his wife, Jean- ! assistedin composing and tapgeneral manager Ronald L j gallon5 dai|ynetta; four sons, Bernard of ing the scarecrow’s speech.
Rainson said a delay may be
Redlands, Calif., Herman of
Elmer was named by the
experienced in shipment of
Petoskey, James and Gerald, school custodian,
mechanicalequipment such as
both of Zeeland; a daughter, Tanis.
pumps and motors.
Mrs. Lester (Caroline) MachThe plant, built in 1957, has
iele of West Olive; 16 grandCars driven by Ranee James
a reted capacity of 14 million!
children;six great-grandchil-Overbeek, 61, of Macatawa Park
West Ottawa's defense was | ^r. Forest Hills was threatening what dismal first half, as Keith
gallons a day and that capacity T A
dren; two sisters, Mrs. William and Donald Bernard Van Dam.
never better, as Rogers failed to on ^e Chix 25-yard line, until Aalderink tossed a 19-yard pass
has been surpassed during peak 1
(Gertrude) Ziel of South Blen- 16, of 9058 80th, Zeeland, collidnotch a first down until late in Tim Barkel picked off one of to Joe Bekken for a touchdown
summer uses.
don and Mrs. Richard (Marg- ed at 5:45 p.m. Thursday.The
the fourth period and finallybis two passes for the night in the first quarter while Mike
After aret) Van Zoeren of Holland; a
Bolles edded the PAT making Total cost of the addition is HUDSONVILLE
scored with 1:56 showing on ending the threat,
, .. Overbeek vehicle was heading
$1.8 million and includes ad- driving out to a 12-6 lead after
it 8-0.
sister-in-law, Mrs. Chris (Marg- south on River Ave. and the
the clock which somehow
Later in the third quarter
ditions to the settling basins and three quarters of football action
aret) Heuvelhorst of Wyoming; Van Dam auto was heading
changed to 2:30 a few minutes with some two minutes left
In the second quarter Bolles
filter basins and a reclamation Friday night, the Hudsonville
several nieces and nephews. west on 12' h St.
later by (he
Mike Zuzerink coughed up the ran in from six yards out while
well required as
en- Eagles had the floor fall from
One couldn't help but notice ball for the Chix on a fumble at the extra point failed making
vironmental safeguard for underneath them as Wayland
the outstanding job the West Northern’s 18-yard line. And to the halftime score, 14-0 in favor
water being returned to Lake! came up with 13 points in the
Ottawa defense was doing, give coach Larsen even a few of Saugatuck.
Ottawa Painting
i final quarter to win, 19-12.
Making most of the noise were : more grey hairs, Northern was
After a pep-talk by coach
The
settling basins arc! Tom Perrin, who gained 155;
Steve Sanger, Dave Beckman, threateningon the Chix 17-yard Jack Dampen the Indians came
& Sandblasting Inc.
located to the north of the ex- yerds in 14 plays, ran 58 yards
Tom Rewa, John De Vries. John | line with just 36 seconds left out and tallied 22 points in the
isting water plant building along for the first Hudsonville touchIndustrial • Commercial
Renkema. and Tom Hill, al- in the game when Doug Wabeke third quarter. The first of which
Residential
Lake Shore Rd. oppositeTunnel down in the first period. No
though everyone seemed to be picked off Northern’s third in- came on a four-yard run by
Park
and
are
undergroundscoring occurred for the rejterceptionof the night, ending Bolles as the pass for the PAT
Spray Painting
vault-like
mainder of the first quarter and
With center Jeff Bakker, the possibly game winning failed. Doug Forrester recoverSand Blasting
The filtering basins a r e i all the second, making the halfguards Angell and De Vries drive,
ed a Covert fumble in the end located in the water plant, time score, 6-0.
Water Proofing
and tackles Rewa and Scott
Barkell and Joe Sneller were zone and Bekken added the
building and water is filtered Wayland scored first in the
Der Meulen opening holes, Tub- creditedwith outstandinggames PAT.
Paper Hanging
through layers of rock and coal third quarter,as John Lubberts
organ and others would be the coming up with 15 and 13 tackles
Then the Covert’s center to remove sediment and other ran in from seven yards out,
Maintenance
first to admit that they wouldn't respectively,
snapped the bell on a punt
the PAT failed making the
Painting Specialists
have gotten all that yardage ’ The Chix, now with a 3-1-1 re- through the end zone for a
The filter beds are backwash- score. 6-6. The Eagles came
376 N. Franklin,
without some fine blocking. cord for the season will travel
safety, making the score 28-0. ed periodicallyto wash away back later in the third quarter
A pleased Nolan commentedto Kenawa Hills Friday,
Zeeland
Jim Hutchings later ran in from the collected sediment and sand as Biill Brinks tossed a 10-yard
after the game, “It was
z fhn
eight yards out and Bekken and this runoff now must be TD pass to Ron Van Dam,
_____
__ [ First Downs
7
Phone 772-6287
Yards Rushing
80
added the extra point, winding treated in the reclamation wells making the third quarter
30
Yards Passing
up the score at 36-0 in favor of to remove the sand before score, 12-6 in favor of the
110
Total Yards
Saugatuck.
returning the backwash water Eagles.
• INDUSTRIAL
Dampen gave the entire de- to Lake Michigan.
As the final quarter started,
to play everyone. Everyone did
fensivesquad credit for an out• COMMERCIAL
Rainson said an additional then came Hudsonville’strouba fine job and what more can standing game constantly by
transmission line to Holland is les, as twice Brinks tossed in• RESIDENTIAL
CALL AND SAY
you say about Tubergan.”
giving the offense good field in the planning stages but its terceptionswhich went the disThe Panthers, now 3-2 for the position.Also Hutchins who
•
HEAVY
SHEET
METAL
exact location has not been tance for Wayland. First when
season and 2-2 in the O K Red
WORK
carried the ball for 53 yards in determined. One possibility is Paul Cochran grabbed it and
Division, will entertain Kent•
AIR CONDITIONING
eight tries and the entire of- to tap off the Zeeland line at went 83 yards and finally when
wood next Friday.
DUCTS
fensive line.
Lakewood
Blvd.
and
120th
Ave.
Cochran
took
his
second
steal,
WO
n
• HELI-ARC WELDING
First Downs
16
Saugatuck,now with a 3-2 and run a line into Holland 23 yards. The two touchdowns
4
270
Yards Rushing
35
along Eighth St.
by
Cochran
and
a PAT conver• EAVES TROUGHING
record
for
the
season
will
host
Yards Passing
115
35
and GUTTERS
An alternate route might be 1 sion gave Wayland a 19-12 win
Total Yards
380
70
Hopkins
Friday,
as
the
Indians
Passes
5-3-0 18-3-3
a crossing of Lake Macatawa over Hudsonvillewho now holds
Fumbles Lost
5-.7-0 18-3-3 will celebrate their homecomin the Macatawa Park area.
a 3-2 record which they will;
Punts
73
18!)
Penalties
55
No expansion is necessary L take to MiddlevilleFriday.
23 ing.

stanza.
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—
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officials.
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Michigan.

effective.

SERVICE

DIRECTORY

structures.

Van

LET

debris.

THESE

EXPERTS

good

HELP

YOU

WANT SOFT
WATER?

HOLLAND

SHEET METAL

PHONE 772-6471

!NC.

PHONE 392-3394

RENTAL

Holland Ready
Roofing Co.
Serving The
Holland - Zeeland
Area With

ROOFING
For

Homo, Stora

\mmw
ISPECIALISIS^
BUMP
Quality

•

392-9051

SHOF

Workmanship

BUMPING

•

REFINISHING

• BODYWORK

Industry
Fully Insured

— HOME OWNED

COMMERCIAL

467 East LakewoodBlvd.

R.E.

BARBER FORD

US-31 and

E.

8th St.

PHONE 396-2361

Complete
Repair
Service

LITE-A-BIKE WINNER — Don Nyland, 11, was the lucky
winner of a new bike offered by the Henry Walters Post

•
•

2144, Veterans of Foreign Wars for the youngsters taking

part in their Lite-A-Bike safety program held Saturday
in Civic Center. The name of each child bringing a bicycle
in for the application of reflectorizedtape was entered in
the drawing for the bike. Post, Auxiliary and Dads members assisting in the event included Le Roy Sybesma (above
left), Juke Brown, Del Fuglseth, Harold Steuer, Earl Kennedy, Pat Owen, ShirleyFink, Beth Browe, Virginia Nyland
(above, center) and Clara Brown. (Sentinel photo)

SETTLING BASIN

—

A

seven-million gallon capacity

settlingbasin (center) is part of the construction at the

Holland Board of Public Works water treatment plant
along Lake Shore Rd., opposite Tunnel Park. The basin
will be covered with dirt and landscapedsimilar to the
existing underground units (left). The circular well at

right center is the reclamation well to

remove sand from

water used to clean the filter beds before it is returned
to Lake Michigan.At «ght foregroundis the roof of an
addition to the building housing the filter beds. Completion
is about 50 per cent, well ahead of schedule toward the
November, 1975 target late, BPW officials said
(Sentinelphoto)

Air Conditioning

Bumping

•

Painting

• Mechanical Repair*

De Nooyer Chev.
600 E. 8th — 396-2333

HAROLD
LANGEJANS
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
and HOME BUILDER

• STOREFRONT
• REMODELING
• CEMENT WORK
Commarcial - Raiidantial

No Job loo largo or Too Small
430 W. 2t»t

.

Ph.

392 8983
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Prince Corp., which started
in 1965 with six employes and
now has 319, hosted close to
4.000 people in their first open
house Saturday in their modern plant on Windciest Ave. in
the heart of Holland'ssouthside industrial park.

m
\

i-i

m

While mechanically - minded
men may be impressed by huge
machines designed mainly for
the automotive trade, women
were completely fascinated by
a ham dcboning machine which
removes the bone of a ham up
to 46 pounds in seven seconds:
with less than seven ounces

Mi*

|

waste.

Women also were captivated'
by the Prince illuminatedvanity mirror, a car visor with
built-in mirror in which milady
can check her face or (with
added illumination) read a map
in the dark These luxury
visors were developed three

35-YEAR-VETERANS —

Isaac

De Kraker

is City Manager William L. Bopf who
presented gold rings with a diamond to the
two men. Awards are presented annually
to employes in increments of five years of

(left) and Jacob Dc Graaf led the parade
of

40

city employes who received service

awards at a recognition dinner Thursday
night in Christian High School. At right

service.

(Sentinel photo)
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Mrs. Steven Todd Wissink
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Mark 50th Anniversary

3; Robert Vanden Berg, 226
Hope Ave., and Inez Von Ins,
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Mary

111.;

Allen De Vries. 14837 Berry, and
Hendrika Kragt, 170 Highland
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Orchestra Visit Slated

for the past two years, for

St.; Brent Weighmink, 118
(CambridgeAve., and Clara
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Cutlerville. Mrs. Van Haitsma !f5‘an^c^l*(J.ren*
Mrs.
survived by three is the former Clara Van Ess. William (Karen) Van Wagner of
children and one sister, Mrs. They are members of North J^ansas City, Mo., Mr. and Mrs.
John L. Van Huis of Holland Street Christian Reformed };orJn \an Haitsma of Holland.

Zeeland.

i

and several nieces and nephews. Church,
Ka,hy Van Haitsma of Kala
Memorial services will be
Unu wazoo, Kris, Kim and
held in Sarasota. Her husband A fam,,y dinner *as hold Kleinjans, Scott, Cheryl, Jill
Dr. Willis John Potts died in with their children. Mr. and Carrie Van Haitsma of

Tom

and Mrs. Orman Van Haitsma Jenison.
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Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Van of Zeeland. Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Relativeswere notified Friday Haitsma, route 2, celebrated (Geneva) Klein jans and Mr. and
that Mrs. Willis J. Potts, the
their 50th wedding anniversary ^rs: ^°^er ^an Haitsma of
former Henrietta Nerken of
on Wednesday, Oct.
',ei;fon-w
Zeeland, died Thursday at her

A

v*um,my ,,um
Dies at Age 58

worked for the H. J. Heinz Co
and Western Foundry Co., and

and

Raymond Van Haitsma

j° ,_.,a.

Cunninaham

in Puerto Rico, he

University

Wyse, 1375 Heather Dr.

They were married in

-

came Urs
Holland eight years ago, mi

Bom

Kammeraad

r
16.

Hospital

days.

School.

1

Mr. and Mrs.

in

Commission.
The rehearsaldinner was
Juan Gabriel Quiles. 53, of 89
West Eighth St,' died in Hoi- hosted by the groom’s parents
land Hospital Saturday where at 11 FOrno Restaurant, Saugahe had been a patient for two tuck,

Chamber

1

1

in Florida

1968.

Brady, Chicago.

j

Former Zeeland Resident

in Sarasota. Fla.

Dies

Admitted Saturday were Roger
Bosman, 12061 New Holland St.;

I

of Grand Haven and Mrs.
Ernest (Hattie) Kline of West;
Olive and several nieces and
nephews.

She is

months old when she posed with her family which includes
her great grandmother Mrs. Dan Van Dyke, her mother,
Mrs Larry Kooyers and (standing) her grandmother,Mrs.
Bernard De Wys, all of the Holland area

University

The bride is employed by
Nies L.P. Gas Co. and the groom
by the Allegan County Road

Juan G. Quiles, 53

Win

\

man

home

six

h fg a'n '"Se ^aml^^gUpTs'bring- ”“8a"/uTrl,iture c.n He at‘ 'H<'ll’n 'l-'
DischargedSaturdaywere Chamber Orchestra will visiting three trumpets three™1 thf TemP'e Jerusalem route IFennvileJiedin the
Teresa Beltran, 1695 Perry St.; Holland Oct 24 2.3 to perform oboes, one flute. <Ee
^'"V American Pentecostal Allegan Lonnly Medical facility
Johanna Beyer, 356 Central as a chamber orchestra, in kettledrums.12 violins, six ChQurrt'
•,
O OW,ng a S1X'
Ave.; Clara Elgersma,50 East
small ensembles
in- violas, six cellos and three dou- ,?UrVIVmRj'1\thlS
\ Wf ! nno riv irtont nf . w «
17th St.; David Fox. 6354 Michidividually in three local schools, ble basses. Paul Makanowitzky n di' a 4d?ugh
tS dli? a
h
!gan; Ellen Jonke, Allegan; Chad Holland High School, Christian is conductor of the orchestra '
1andntw? s,s rs:
Korterink, 5892 West 14th St.;
i HI8J; School and West Ottawa ,n their appearances in
Q"'!es' of
25 years, for the past five years
Vonda Lacy, Fennville;Beatrice High
three high schools, the U - M n c
in Fennville. She was a member
Leal, 99 West 10th St.; Michael
An evening concert, open to musicians will mingle with
of Douglas Community Church
Novak. Fennville; Mrs. Craig
| the public and free, will be some local 20ft music students,
Mrs.
and the Fennville Chapter of the
,Piersma and baby. 4 East 14th
presented Thursday,Oct. 24 at
Michigan Education Association.
St.; Wilma Sas, 143 East 18th

wife.

of Ludington, Mrs. Bertie Beck-

Succumbs

Ave.;

Marvin Nienhuis, 607 Woodland
Dr.; Maria Palomo, 45 East 19th

lage. route 2. Hamilton

FOUR GENERATIONS— Lisa Marie Kooyers was

St.; Douglas Schrotenboer.route

Cornelia; two sons, David and
Paul of Holland; two daughters,

Miss Ada Ross at home and
Mrs. Richard (Bessie) Me
Donald of Holland: ten grandchildren;iwo brothers. Paul and
George Ross of Grand Rapids;
three sisters, Mrs. Mary Darnell

chrysanthemums.

were

Alton Morris, Covert; James

Ross, 72. of route
1, West Olive died Sunday in
Holland Hospital where he had
been a patientfor two weeks.
He had moved to West Olive
from Ohio in 1920 and was a
former employe of the Grand
Haven Public Schools and had
served as a Port Sheldon Township constable.He was a member of the Church of God,
Seventh Day.

1

—

Dies in Hospital

'

bouquets of strawflowersand
Her attendants were attiredmums
in shirtwaist dresses of apri- man was Michael Herbert,
cot crept* and carried bouquets iSeatingthe gUests were Scott
of yellow spider chrysanthe Bryan' and Donald Bale,
mums surrounded by bronze -phe receptionwas held at the
Tara jn Douglas. Miss Cathv
Before leav-ng on a wedding Habit and Miss Debbie Hahn
.trip to Matamores, Mexico, the tended the gift table and Miss
newlyweds greeter guests at a Marv Lou Herbert assistedwith
receptionat the Bay City Conn- (;)e ^ll0st book
'try Club. They will make their Following a wedding trip to
home at 5805 ChristieDr., S.E., nortbern Michigan, the couple
Grand Rapids.
will reside at Shangri-LaVil-

Darryl Raterink. Jennie Ringia. j Chief Charles Lindstrom. Angie

Vereeke.

of

I

sky diving demonstrationby Joseph Romeyn, Larry W. Van Syken, Ruth Vereeke, Roger
Sandy, Maynard Schrotenboer, Walcott and Roger Stroh.

W. David Ross, 72

long

:

!

Parrott.

and

Mrs. Torsion Norman-Peterson.
es
waist. The bodice
sister of the bride, as matron of was accented with Venice lace
honor. Mrs. James Elliot, sister an(| t-ne A.ijne skirt with a
of the bride, and Ann L. Wis- decp trumpet flounce of vensink, sister of the groom, as ice |ace ant| m()tjfs flowing to a
bridesmaids,Jack Braak as chape! train A matching elbowbest man, and Russell Baker. |engl(l vej| completedthe enJim Barrows. Jerry Schildroth. sembk, sbe carrjed a cascade
John Hare and Rick Rankin as boljquc, 0f miniature carnagroomsmen and
tions, spider mums and baby's
I The bride chose a white brt.at|j
quiana satin gown featuring an Malron 0f honor was Mrs.
empire bodice accented with a Kathy Beery with Mrs. Marilyn
sheer Victorian neckline of Ba|e an{| Miss Jackie Fosdick
alencon lace,
as bridesmaids.Thev wore floorsleeves and a slipper-length
A- |englh g0wns of olive green
line skirt The cathedral veil
wjib matching long sleevwhite brussels lace was held m ed hooded jackets trimmed with
place by a juliet cap of alencon ruff|es Tbey carried C0i0nial

1

1

demonstration flight piloted

a
fitted sleev-

j

I

by Dick

'

, ,

I

I

a

Mrs. Lawrence Herbert,

"g*

.
of white sata peau featured
Attending tne couple were hjgh neckiine,long

ruin

i

j

!

Herbert. son of Mr.

The bride is the daughter of formL1(1 bv tjie |{ev Stephen J.
Mrs. J. Vernon Cook and the Kolenic. Mrs. Laurice Bryan
late Charles L. Cobb. The was organistand John Fox was
groom is the son of Mr. and so|0jst
Mrs Elmer Wissink. 323 West
noor tength gown

j

^

Wyngarden.

».|hur and

^

afternoon nrLid^ he settino
WaftCrcelonTper8

!

:

gan Sport ParachuteCenter of
Grand Rapids was cancelledbccfluse of high winds and low
ceilingbut the company’s corporate plane Papa Charlie
(the PC for Prince Corp ) made

l<jh

.

beFcame „,e bririe

ceremony.

also of Saagtock, for this faur-genertionportrait

Library.

Admitted to Holland Hospital
Friday were Harvey Leinenger,
j 344 Arthur Ave.; Audrey Nyhoff.
Dorothy
333 East Lakewood Blvd.; Ralph
Ten years — John Du Mez. Cars operated by Bernard
Holtrust. 523 Butternut Dr.;
Martha MacKenzie. Richard John Rosendaal. 81. of 251 Julie Robitaille, 1802 Vans Blvd.:
Overkamp, Jerry Van Slooten.West 23rd St., and Loreto G. Kimberly Saries, Zeeland, and
Fifteen years
Henry A. ! Vera. 22. of 219 West 10th St., William Newstead. Box 714.
Bol, Bert Hoffmeyer. Don Jones. | collidedSunday at 1:31 p.m. at
Discharged Friday
Ralph Jones. Richard Kapenga, Seventh St. a nd Central Ave.
Gertrude
Dekker, 1377 Van
Ronald Myrick, Robert Nien- Police said the Rosendaal car
Buren
St.;
Andrew Eding,
huis. Donald W. Schipper,Roger was southbound on Central atHamilton; John Essenburg. 1139
tempting a right turn onto
Lincoln Ave., Lot 15; Daisy
Twenty years — John Kolean, | Seventh St. and Central Ave.
Martinez. 86 West 19th St.;
John Seidelman,Melvin Vande westboundon Seventh.

0

Commissaris, 78 of Hamilton his grandmother Mrs. jNicho|*5. Herman Grue^berg
Martin Silva of Sougatuck,and his mother, Mrs. Maria was orgamst for the
Diaz

^

sokmmzed Saturday in Holy

1

'

diamond.

, ,

Wissink of Grand Rapids were

i

as

photo)

; Nuptial vows uniting Miss Miss Sue Ann Shepherd,
[Mary PriscillaCobb of Bay da™hter7 Mr. alK| Mre."wit
N'. Texas and Steven lodd
shep|lwd, 33 center St

Hospital Notes

Admitted to Holland Hospital
Thursday were Richard Visser,
720 Aster; Chad Kortering,5892
About 250 attended the second Water. Mavis Van Dis, Kenneth West 141st Ave.; Karrie Kellen,
signs machines for plastic annual City Employes Recogni* Van Huil.
Irons: Brent Weighmink, 118:
castings and moldings, as well lion and Service Awards Ban-i Twenty-five years — Burton
Cambridge; Beatrice Leal, 99:
considerable production quet Thursday night in Chris- Borr, Clarence Van Langevelde.
West 10th St.; Ovella M. Stephwork.
tian High School, highlightingJohn Fonger served as mas- ens. ,319 West 23rd St.; Julie R.
The phenomenal growth of service awards to 40 employes; ter of ceremonies and Mayor
Folkert. route 3; Edwin J. AlPrince Corp, has seen to addi- of the general city and Her- Lou Hallacy welcomed the cmjtena. 438 West 30th St.; Terry
tions in eight years. It oper- rick Public
ployes. calling attentionto the L. Welch. Zeeland: Eloisa
ates in two large buildings at
Heading those receiving downtown beautificationin Fuerst, 2434 Miles Standish Dr.;
the foot of WindcrestDr. and
awards were Park Supt. Jacob which nearly all departments Kevin J. Sabin, 1116 Hawthorne;
is viewed from US-31 bypass
De Graaf and Isaac De Kraker were involved, and to the new Christopher R. Besemer, Jeni-i
between 24th and 32nd Sts. It of the police department,both computer center. Councilman
son; Cynthia A. Perkins. Fenn-|
was founded by Edgar Prince, 35 years with their departments. Donald D. Oosterbaan gave the
ville; Barbara Masselink. 375
a Holland native who holds an
Each received a gold ring with invocation,
West 20th St.; Wallace Kuite,
engineering degree from the
a
Music was providedby the 271 Norwood, and Gabriel
University of Michigan. Before
Other awards listed a key Windmill Chorus composed of Quiles, 89 West Eighth St.
founding Prince Corp., he was
chain with the seal of Holland Holland and Muskegon barber- Discharged Thursday were
chief engineer for B & T in
for five-yearemployes, inscrib- shoppers under the directionof Marilyn J. Gartner. 6471 Maple
Holland for 13 years.
ed billfolds for 10 years, pen Del Docter and Dale Mattis.
Vice presidentsare John, and pencil with inscriptionfor Selections included “gut bust- Lane: Chrystal George. Saugatuck; Esther Highstreet. 537
Spoelhbf and Konrad Marcus.
15 years, small pewter service ers,” ballads and the ever- Pinecrest;Rose Marie Kowalke,
Plant managers are Brian Koop
trays for 20 years, gold watches present popular arrangementsZeeland; Mrs. Gabriel Lemus
end Wayne Alofs.
for 25 years, clocks for 30 by Willis Diekema of Holland, and baby, 79 East 17th St.;
A machine demonstrationin years (none this year), and “The Sunshine of Your Smile"
Charlie Me Spadden. Pullman;
the plastics division spewed out
gold rings with diamond for and “Keep America Singing." William Maruszewski, Dearpocket combs in great profu-i
35
Randall Vande Water of the born; Mrs. Donald Osterberg
sion, all free as souvenirs to
Awards went
Library Board assisted in pre- and baby. 268 West 12th St.;
take home in any quantities
Five years — Russell Brem- senting awards for library em- Dennis Peffers. 164 Dun'.on;
desired.
er. Robert De Boe. Sheryl De ployes and City Manager Wil- Maggie Stoel. 112 Vander Veen;
The open house was mainly
Roo, John Dillbeck.Tommy liam L. Bopf presented awards Jennie Ten Have. 321 West 13th
for employes, their friends and
Driy, Keith Routing,Herman to general city employes.
St.; Mrs. Gregory Van Wieren.
families end representativesof
Jansen. Lillian Knoll, Donald The arrangementscommittee 2499 Brookdale Dr., and Anna
other industrialplants in the
McAllister,Dale Myaard. consistedof Fonger. Police Vander Wall. Hudsonville.
industrial park. A scheduled
four jumpers of the West Michi-

Mrs. Dennis Lee Herbert
(Carter

40 City Employes Cited
At Recognition Dinner

years ago. main'y for GM, Ford
and some Chryslers.
Besides machine tools, some
of 25 tons costing in excess of
$400,000, the comapny also de-

siiff

—

Recent

scl^cr;:r„gHAtndce^hCouple to Mo rk
,o”riCho::,wiar™gerby ^
committee of area

at

88

I

^

Main.

educators.

Surviving in addition to her

husband are a daughter. Miss
Mrs. Henry (Hattie)Kammer- Janet E. of Kalamazoo and a
aad. 88. died in a local nursing sister,Mrs. Marvin (Dorothy)
i t home w^iere she had heen a Wollers of Fennville.

50th Anniversary
fln(j Mrs G c r r

music

—

Succumbs

Klingenberg. 430 Wesl
,the Pasl sjx
project is spono.sred by Zeeland, will celebratetheir „ , dad llved in thc Hollandthe Holland Council of the Arts 50th wedding anniversaryon /'e^’lal1(, flrea II10S- of ht*r life
and by the Universityof Tuesday, Oct. 15. They were and was a mem,)ei' °f Fourth
Metal steel shelving fell from Michigan School of Music married by the late Rev. J. Hefoimed Church.
the back of a truck operated by Scholarship Concerts com- A. Roggen in
Surviving are two daughters,
Joel Raymond Durham. 23. of mittee.The council is donating Tbpir f.hiidr4*n are Mr and
Y ^frv,n (Marian) EssenDouglas while eastboundalong $1,000 to the Universityof
, burgh of Holland and Mrs Ro18th St. east of IndustrialAve. Michiganscholarshipfund.’ Mrs' Wll,ard Wol,ers' Mr- and hert (Norma) Bott of Midland;
Saturday at 3:43 p.m. and hit
Mrs. Paul Mcllwain is presi- Mrs- Willis Klingenberg and Mr. five grandchildren;three greatthe windshield of a car behind dent of the local council and and Mrs. Ray Klingenberg. £randcbddrep; two sisters, Mrs.
the truck and driven by Jo- Willard C. Wichers is treasurer.They have nine grandchildren rVan rE(,eJ <d ?ee,and
hanna Wyn. 59, of 1055 Lincoln The Junior Welfare I^eacue
a^^ Mrs. (icrrit Roiten of
a^one great-grenddaughler.Grend Haven; a brother, Jobn
Ave. No injuries were reported. providing ushers and
They will be honored at a Wiersma of Jenison and sevfamily dinner on Oct. 19.
eral nieces and nephews.
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THE BIG

DUTCHMAN SALUTES

1

At]

BOB
HOLLAND FIRE DEPARTMENT

AGENT

element

in securing the safety of our

com-

AGENT

PHONES

The dedication of these individualsis an essential

CHET

FREERS BAUMANN

396-8294 and 392-8133

24

East

9th

St.

munity. In conjunction with National Fire Pre-

SALES MEETING — The Thcrmotron Corporation, Kollen Park Dr., completed its first sales
meeting, Sept. 28 for 30 salesmenrepresenting
thc entire U S. and eastern

Canada The

meet-

ing was headquartered at Holiday Inn where sales

and product sessions were held during the Ityday event. The group also toured the Thermotron

Adm. Thomas F Connolly (Ret.)

ports the consensus of the salesmenis that pros-

who has recently joined the Thermotron board of
directors attended thc meetings and was the
featured speaker at the sales banquet Adm. Connolly has a consulting office in Washington,D C.
and is a summer resident of Lake Macatawa.
Charles F. Conrad, president of Thermotron re-

pects for sales of environmental simulationcham-

facility. Vice

vention Week
bravery both

we commend their actions and

in preventing

and fighting fires.

bers and other Thermotron products for 1975 are

29 per cent higher than the

responding period in 1973.

cor-

SlateFarm
STATE

« there.

(ASM FIAf

aad CasuallyCompioy

excellent. Thermoton sales through August of
this year are

Lite i good neighbor,

Homi Oftti:

HOLLAND MOTOR EXPRESS,
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GENERAL OFFICES HOLLAND, MICHIGAN 49423
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